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1 Introduction and Methodology 
1.1 Introduction 

As part of the BBC Trust’s Service Review, the BBC has commissioned Human Capital to 
investigate the distinctiveness of bbc.co.uk. 

The terms of the Review include consideration of the extent to which bbc.co.uk serves the 
BBC’s public purposes: 

• Sustaining citizenship and civil society 

• Promoting education and learning 

• Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 

• Reflecting the UK's nations, regions and communities 

• Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 

• Delivering to the public the benefit of emerging communications technologies and 
services 

In writing this report, we have been aware that bbc.co.uk is also required to fulfil the following 
public service characteristics: 

• High quality 

• Challenging 

• Innovative 

• Engaging 

The Review also seeks to explore the extent to which bbc.co.uk is editorially distinct from the 
alternatives provided by the market. 

In this report, therefore, we address two questions: 

• First, to what extent does bbc.co.uk help the BBC to deliver its public purposes? 

• Second, to what extent is bbc.co.uk distinctive in relation to alternative sites 
provided by the market?  

Finally, we also understand that the questions about the delivery of public purposes and 
market distinctiveness relate to other commitments bbc.co.uk made in its Service Licence. 
These include: 

• The relationship between online and broadcast content 

• bbc.co.uk’s role as a trusted guide to online content beyond the BBC 

• Accountability to licence fee payers.  
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1.2 Scope of the report 

1.2.1 Delivery against the public purposes 

This report aims to assess the extent to which bbc.co.uk and its constituent elements fulfil the 
BBC’s public purposes. It is not the intention of this report to comment on the relationship 
between content genres and the public purposes. 

1.2.2 Distinctive execution 

In its analysis of market distinctiveness, this report’s primary focus is bbc.co.uk’s execution in 
relation to other providers in the market. This means that we have considered, amongst other 
things, bbc.co.uk’s consumer proposition and editorial characteristics and made comparisons 
with market alternatives.  

The assumption has been that our assessment of market distinctiveness could change if 
bbc.co.uk’s consumer proposition or editorial characteristics were to change. It is not the 
intention of this report to comment on the potential market impact of bbc.co.uk or to conduct 
analysis through the prism of market failure. 

1.2.3 Analysis at a point in time 

Our analysis attempts to present a picture of bbc.co.uk at a point in time. We understand that 
the site has evolved over time and that comments on distinctiveness today may differ from 
those made at earlier stages of evolution. It is not the intention of this report to put today’s 
assessment in a historical context. Equally the report does not make recommendations or 
predictions about the future. 

1.3 Data limitations 

Within the bottom-up analysis we have looked at the demographic profile of users of the sub-
sections of bbc.co.uk and the relevant market alternatives. To do this we have analysed data 
supplied by Nielsen Netratings. This data is collected from a panel of around 50,000 home 
users in the UK. In our view this is the most reliable source available for demographic profiling 
of internet traffic. However, a number of limitations need to be taken into consideration:  

• Demographic data can only be reported for sites which have a statistically robust 
number of users in a given month1. Insufficient sample sizes means we are unable to 
report demographic data for a total of 45 sites from the 157 included in this analysis, 
7 of which are BBC sites. 

• The Nielsen panel collects data from self-selected individuals who must each log into 
an enabled computer for the system to track their online behaviour. This causes 
some problems in the case of understanding the behaviour of children who often surf 
the web with an adult, under an adult’s username, or at school where computers are 
not enabled. For this reason, the demographic profiles for sites aimed at younger 

                                                 

1 Demographic data in this report comes from Nielsen Netratings August 2007 
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audiences (such as BBC Children’s or Schools and Revision) appear counter-
intuitive and should be used with caution.  

• In addition, Nielsen does not collect data on socio-economic group or on ethnicity.  

1.4 Methodology 

Our approach has been to consider bbc.co.uk both in terms of top-down and bottom-up 
analysis. This has ensured we develop a detailed understanding of the site’s constituent 
elements – for example, science and nature – as well as an overview of the service as a 
whole in relation to other web sites – for example, Yahoo. 

1.4.1 Top down analysis 

The top down analysis compares bbc.co.uk to a number of other popular sites that share 
subjects, audiences, size and other features with bbc.co.uk. As part of this work we have 
considered bbc.co.uk against a number of different assessment criteria: 

• Consumer proposition 

• Editorial characteristics 

• Navigation 

• Search 

• Audio and video distribution 

• User-generated content 

We have chosen the market comparatives that feel most relevant to each of the criteria. For 
consumer proposition, editorial characteristics and navigation the comparatives include a 
selection of the most popular websites in the UK, together with the sites operated by the 
major UK broadcasters. For search and distribution we have chosen a smaller number of 
directly relevant comparatives. 
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Figure 1: Comparative sites for top-down analysis 

Consumer Proposition, 
Editorial Characteristics  

and Navigation 
Search Distribution 

Google Google 4OD 

MSN Yahoo ITV Video Player 

Yahoo Ask Five Download 

YouTube Window’s Live iTunes 

AOL Guardian Unlimited Joost 

Wikipedia  YouTube 

Facebook  Radio Centre Player 

Sky   

Channel 4   

Guardian Unlimited   

ITV   

1.4.2 Bottom up analysis 

The bottom-up analysis required us to divide bbc.co.uk into constituent elements. In doing 
this, our aim was to generate separate elements that were, as far as possible, mutually 
exclusive. This has allowed us to compare each area of bbc.co.uk with relevant market 
comparatives. However we are aware that this process has created artificial distinctions that 
do not always reflect the organisational reality of the site.  

In some cases, we allocated content to one particular element of bbc.co.uk that could have 
been included in two or more sections. For example, regional sports have been included 
under the Sports site, and not within Nations and Regions. Similarly BBC Blast has been 
included under BBC Schools and Revision (as part of the learning portfolio) rather than under 
BBC Switch (the teen service). The scope of each of the sub-sections is outlined in the 
bottom-up detail (see Appendix 5). 

More generally, the bottom up analysis splits bbc.co.uk into 24 content areas that are each 
relevant to the competitive landscape. News, Sport and Weather have been considered 
separately as they all have a different focus and are treated differently by the market. 
Similarly we have split out the different elements of BBC Lifestyle - Gardening, Consumer, 
Health, Food and Parenting.  

To assess the sites against delivery of the BBC’s purposes we have looked at the content in 
terms of what it aims to do and how it is delivered. Sites that score highly may be focussed on 
a single purpose or serve a number of purposes.  

In order to address the question of market distinctiveness we have compared each of the 24 
content areas to five close market alternatives. We have used a number of assessment 
criteria which are bundled under three broad headings: the consumer proposition; the editorial 
characteristics; and the audience profile. 
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Figure 2: Assessment criteria for the bottom up analysis 

Consumer Proposition Editorial Characteristics Audience Profile 

Consumer need 
Quality, range and 
number of external links Average age (% 35+) 

Depth of content offered 
Variety of other tools 
offered Gender (% male) 

Breadth of content offered Ease of navigation 
Average income (% £30k+ p.a. 
per household) 

Type of content available 
(Audio, Video, Mobile, UGC) Look and feel of the site  

Interactive features Editorial tone  

Pan-platform content 
Frequency of updating 
content  

Quality, range and number of 
external links Innovative features  

Variety of other tools offered Registration and security  

We have also included ‘About the BBC’ (bbc.co.uk/info) and ‘About the BBC Trust’ 
(bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/about) – taking the total number of sections analysed to 26. These have 
been compared to the ‘about’ sites from other organisations that have similar aims and 
purposes to the BBC (for example Ofcom and Channel 4).  

Because bbc.co.uk/info and bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/about sites have a different focus to the 
content areas (acting as more of a guide than a destination), we have used slightly different 
criteria to assess them. For example, we consider opportunities for consumer feedback and 
the comprehensiveness of the way the site describes the purpose of the organisation. For full 
details see Appendix 5. 
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2 Executive Summary 
As part of the BBC Trust’s Service Review, the BBC has commissioned Human Capital to 
investigate the distinctiveness of bbc.co.uk. We have considered bbc.co.uk in relation to its 
fulfilment of the BBC’s public purposes. We have also explored the extent to which the 
execution of bbc.co.uk is distinctive when compared to the delivery of content by market 
alternatives. Our approach has been to look at these two questions from both bottom-up and 
top-down perspectives. 

2.1 Delivery of the public purposes 

2.1.1 Top-Down Perspective 

• The breadth of content offered on bbc.co.uk, together with the service’s internal 
links and navigation, allows the service to function successfully as a portfolio. Taken 
as a whole, bbc.co.uk is more effective than the sum of its constituent elements.  

• bbc.co.uk harnesses the power of the BBC’s offline brands, and flows audiences 
through different elements of the site and to trusted content beyond the BBC. This 
means that, as a portfolio, bbc.co.uk serves an especially wide variety of audience 
groups and is particularly effective in fulfilling the BBC’s purposes. 

• Navigation and internal and external links ensure that users are aware of the 
breadth of bbc.co.uk’s content. They present opportunities for the audience to 
experience challenging, engaging content that they might not have otherwise 
encountered, as well as leading them to more entertainment-based content. 

• bbc.co.uk plays an important role in delivering to the public the benefit of emerging 
communications technologies and services. In relation to the other five public 
purposes, our view is that by acting as a portfolio bbc.co.uk achieves greater 
fulfilment than would otherwise be achieved by a series of stand-alone sites. 

• To an extent, the portfolio characteristics described in the preceding paragraphs 
also apply to integrated groups of sites within bbc.co.uk – for example, the group of 
Lifestyle sites. 

• same dynamics apply to certain particularly integrated elements of the BBC site – 
for example the Lifestyle portfolio.  

• bbc.co.uk embodies the brand values of the BBC, especially its authoritative, 
impartial perspective, free from commercial or political interests. This trusted voice 
contributes to bbc.co.uk’s ability to deliver its public purposes. 

• The audio, video and mobile distribution platforms offered within bbc.co.uk 
effectively deliver BBC content to audiences and increase their opportunity to 
consume. In this way they contribute to public purpose delivery and increase value 
for money for licence fee payers. 

2.1.2 Bottom-Up Perspective 

• In our view the majority of the 26 elements of bbc.co.uk deliver on the BBC’s 
purposes very well. Eleven sites score particularly highly, including News, Learning, 
Science and Nature, History, Children’s, Religion, Schools, Where I Live, Disability, 
About the BBC and About the BBC Trust.  
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• A further five sites gain a high score: Radio, TV, Arts, Sport and Health. 

• Top-scoring sites tend to serve one purpose very strongly, or serve a number of 
purposes in a particularly rich way. For example, BBC News: 

- Keeps users up to date with comprehensive news from across the UK, 
including news from the each of the nations, and is informative about the 
British democratic process (Citizenship; Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions 
and communities). 

- Provides extensive coverage of international events for UK users, and offers 
tailored international versions for users in other parts of the world, as well as 
news in multiple foreign languages (World to the UK and UK to the world). 

• Gardening, Relationships, Food and Homes are least effective in their delivery of 
the BBC’s purposes.  

• These sites have a softer focus and are less direct in their delivery of the purposes 
than elsewhere. For example, Homes:  

- Promotes informal learning by providing homes-based information, including 
DIY, finance and design (Education and learning). 

- Encourages users be creative with their homes (Stimulating creativity and 
culture). 

• Entertainment, Music, Parenting, Teens, Weather and Consumer have a medium 
score for public purpose delivery. 

2.2 Market distinctiveness 

2.2.1 Top-Down Perspective 

Consumer Proposition 

• Compared to the market alternatives, bbc.co.uk is very distinctive in the breadth and 
depth of editorial content it offers. Editorial content offered by market alternatives 
tends to cover a broad range of subjects at relatively low levels (such as MSN or 
Yahoo), or a smaller range of subjects in similar depth to the BBC site (such as 
Guardian Unlimited). 

• The breadth of the BBC site means that content is often packaged in a way that is 
unique in the market. For example, no market alternative has a similar scope to the 
BBC Lifestyle “portfolio” – encompassing Gardening, Consumer, Health, Food and 
Parenting.  

• This breadth of content is reflected in the number of unique visitors to the site every 
month. It was the fourth most visited site amongst UK internet users in August 2007. 
Nevertheless, some audience groups are less well served by bbc.co.uk than others 
– for example, 12 to 17 year olds. 

• Overall the BBC site is particularly focused on editorial content and offers fewer 
tools and services than its market competitors. The other most popular UK websites 
offer a range of web services beyond content: from webmail, to ecommerce, to 
online communities.  
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Editorial Characteristics 

• Trust, impartiality and independence are at the heart of bbc.co.uk. The site is 
uniquely impartial and free from commercial or political interests. 

• This emphasis on factual information and impartiality means that bbc.co.uk is less 
enriched with the opinions, analysis and interactivity that are often major features of 
other sites. 

Navigation 

• Effective internal links and signposting ensure that bbc.co.uk serves as a coherent 
portfolio rather than a set of distinct content areas. The site is distinctive in the 
extent to which users are led through it in this way, and in the variety of its linkages. 
For example, a news story may lead to science and nature, and then on to Bitesize.  

• bbc.co.uk is distinctive in the rigorous way it ensures that external links are useful, 
accurate and free from offensive material. However, market alternatives also link to 
external websites – for example, Guardian Unlimited and iGoogle. 

• Content is clearly signposted throughout bbc.co.uk. However, navigation is not 
always consistent across the different elements of the site. In contrast, sites such as 
itv.com and Guardian Unlimited have a banner navigation panel throughout, giving 
users a direct link to more parts of the site than on bbc.co.uk. 

Search and Aggregation 

• bbc.co.uk is particularly distinctive for its UK focus, its safety features and its 
dedicated children’s search function. 

• While BBC search results are clearly signposted by origin, other search engines 
also have effective and relevant signposting. In addition, some market alternatives 
offer a broader range of search tools and return a greater number of search results. 

Distribution Platforms 

• All the UK PSBs have launched video player services. The BBC’s iPlayer is unique 
in allowing users to keep programming for 30 days after downloading before 
watching it, and then for a further 7 days for repeat viewing until the download 
expires. 

• The Radio player streams all BBC radio content and offers a 7 day catch up. This 
catch-up facility is very distinctive. 

User-Generated Content 

• bbc.co.uk is distinctive in its aim of helping users to become fully engaged “digital 
citizens”. bbc.co.uk is also distinctive in employing much greater use of moderation 
than other sites. 

• UGC is a much less dominant feature of bbc.co.uk than many other sites. Users can 
not upload their content and then immediately view it online or share it with friends 
(unlike sites such as Facebook and YouTube).  
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• User participation in the linear broadcast output through online participation is 
unique to the BBC. The BBC has produced very distinctive participative 
programming through viewing such as Springwatch and Autumnwatch. 

2.2.2 Bottom-up perspective 

• The most distinctive areas of bbc.co.uk provide a service that cannot be found 
elsewhere on the web both in terms of editorial characteristics and consumer 
proposition. For example, BBC News is unique in providing significant depth and 
breadth of information, together with a trusted and authoritative voice. Radio is 
unique in the variety of content held in one place, as well as the catch-up service. 
News and radio score 5 out of 5 on Market Distinctiveness. 

• Those areas that score between two and four for distinctiveness tend to have a 
number of distinctive elements combined with features that can be found elsewhere 
in the market. For example, BBC Arts includes a range of interactive tools not found 
in market alternatives, but the breadth of arts coverage and comment is exceeded 
elsewhere. Similarly, the Health site provides a trusted voice and impartial tone, but 
the consumer proposition is similar to that found elsewhere.  

• Learning, Science and Nature, History, Children’s, Sport, Disability and TV score 4 
out of 5. 

• Entertainment, Music, Parenting, Teens, Arts,  Religion, Schools and Where I Live 
score 3 out of 5.  

• Gardening, Relationships, Weather and Health score 2 out of 5. 

• Food and Homes score lowest in terms of distinctiveness.  
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3 Top down analysis 
3.1 Summary 

3.1.1 Delivery of the Public Purposes 

• The breadth of content offered on bbc.co.uk, together with the service’s internal 
links and navigation, allows the service to function successfully as a portfolio. Taken 
as a whole, bbc.co.uk is more effective than the sum of its constituent elements.  

• bbc.co.uk harnesses the power of the BBC’s offline brands, and flows audiences 
through different elements of the site and to trusted content beyond the BBC. This 
means that, as a portfolio, bbc.co.uk serves an especially wide variety of audience 
groups and is particularly effective in fulfilling the BBC’s purposes. 

• Navigation and internal and external links ensure that users are aware of the 
breadth of bbc.co.uk’s content. They present opportunities for the audience to 
experience challenging, engaging content that they might not have otherwise 
encountered, as well as leading them to more entertainment-based content. 

• bbc.co.uk plays an important role in delivering to the public the benefit of emerging 
communications technologies and services. In relation to the other five public 
purposes, our view is that by acting as a portfolio bbc.co.uk achieves greater 
fulfilment than would otherwise be achieved by a series of stand-alone sites. 

• To an extent, the portfolio characteristics described in the preceding paragraphs 
also apply to integrated groups of sites within bbc.co.uk – for example, the group of 
Lifestyle sites.bbc.co.uk embodies the brand values of the BBC, especially its 
authoritative, impartial perspective, free from commercial or political interests. This 
trusted voice contributes to bbc.co.uk’s ability to deliver its public purposes. 

• The audio, video and mobile distribution platforms offered within bbc.co.uk 
effectively deliver BBC content to audiences and increase their opportunity to 
consume. In this way they contribute to public purpose delivery and increase value 
for money for licence fee payers. 

3.1.2 Market Distinctiveness 

Consumer Proposition 

• Compared to the market alternatives, bbc.co.uk is very distinctive in the breadth and 
depth of editorial content it offers. Editorial content offered by market alternatives 
tends to cover a broad range of subjects at relatively low levels (such as MSN or 
Yahoo), or a smaller range of subjects in similar depth to the BBC site (such as 
Guardian Unlimited). 

• The breadth of the BBC site means that content is often packaged in a way that is 
unique in the market. For example, no market alternative has a similar scope to the 
BBC Lifestyle “portfolio” – encompassing Gardening, Consumer, Health, Food and 
Parenting. This breadth of content is reflected in the number of unique visitors to the 
site every month. It was the fourth most visited site amongst UK internet users in 
August 2007. Nevertheless, some audience groups are less well served by 
bbc.co.uk than others – for example, 12 to 17 year olds. 
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• Overall the BBC site is particularly focused on editorial content and offers fewer 
tools and services than its market competitors. The other most popular UK websites 
offer a range of web services beyond content: from webmail, to ecommerce, to 
online communities.  

Editorial Characteristics 

• Trust, impartiality and independence are at the heart of bbc.co.uk. The site is 
uniquely impartial and free from commercial or political interests. 

• This emphasis on factual information and impartiality means that bbc.co.uk is less 
enriched with the opinions, analysis and interactivity that are often major features of 
other sites. 

Navigation 

• Effective internal links and signposting ensure that bbc.co.uk serves as a coherent 
portfolio rather than a set of distinct content areas. The site is distinctive in the 
extent to which users are led through it in this way, and in the variety of its linkages. 
For example, a news story may lead to science and nature, and then on to Bitesize.  

• bbc.co.uk is distinctive in the rigorous way it ensures that external links are useful, 
accurate and free from offensive material. However, market alternatives also link to 
external websites – for example, Guardian Unlimited and iGoogle. 

• Content is clearly signposted throughout bbc.co.uk. However, navigation is not 
always consistent across the different elements of the site. In contrast, sites such as 
itv.com and Guardian Unlimited have a banner navigation panel throughout, giving 
users a direct link to more parts of the site than on bbc.co.uk . 

Search and Aggregation 

• bbc.co.uk is particularly distinctive for its UK focus, its safety features and its 
dedicated children’s search function. 

• While BBC search results are clearly signposted by origin, other search engines 
also have effective and relevant signposting. In addition, some market alternatives 
offer a broader range of search tools and return a greater number of search results. 

Distribution Platforms 

• All the UK PSBs have launched video player services. The BBC’s iPlayer is unique 
in allowing users to keep programming for 30 days after downloading before 
watching it, and then for a further 7 days for repeat viewing until the download 
expires. 

• The Radio player streams all BBC radio content and offers a 7 day catch up. This 
catch-up facility is very distinctive. 

User-Generated Content 

• bbc.co.uk is distinctive in its aim of helping users to become fully engaged “digital 
citizens”. bbc.co.uk is also distinctive in employing much greater use of moderation 
than other sites. 
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• UGC is a much less dominant feature of bbc.co.uk than many other sites. Users can 
not upload their content and then immediately view it online or share it with friends 
(unlike sites such as Facebook and YouTube).  

• User participation in the linear broadcast output through online participation is 
unique to the BBC. The BBC has produced very distinctive participative 
programming through viewing such as Springwatch and Autumnwatch. 

3.2 Consumer proposition 

We have considered bbc.co.uk’s consumer proposition in relation to four main assessment 
criteria: 

• Breadth of content 

• Breadth of appeal 

• Depth of appeal 

• Pan-platform linkage 

Please see Appendix 1 for a detailed assessment of bbc.co.uk’s consumer proposition 
against the market alternatives. 

3.2.1 Breadth of Content 

• bbc.co.uk principally offers its users a wealth of high quality editorial content. In 
contrast, many of the other most popular web sites in the UK tend to offer web 
services in addition to, or in place of, editorial content:  

- Google is primarily a search engine;  

- MSN and Yahoo offer search, messaging and webmail services;  

- YouTube and Wikipedia are platforms for user-generated content. 

• This editorial focus means that the BBC proposition is not as diverse as some of the 
other sites we looked at. For example itv.com offers extensive community features 
through Friends Reunited. The Guardian, Channel 4, ITV, AOL, MSN, Yahoo and 
AOL all offer dating services. 

• However, compared to the market alternatives bbc.co.uk is very distinctive in the 
breadth and depth of editorial content it offers. Overall the portfolio of sites covers a 
very broad range of content areas and meets the needs of a range of audience 
groups. 

• Editorial content offered by market alternatives tends to cover a broad range of 
subjects at relatively low levels (for example MSN or Yahoo), or a smaller range of 
subjects in similar depth to the BBC site (for example Guardian Unlimited).  

• The Channel 4 site also has a broad content scope, but does not go as far as 
bbc.co.uk (for example there is no dedicated children’s content). 

• Overall, the depth of the BBC provision is outstanding. For a full analysis of the 
depth of each of the BBC’s content areas, please see the bottom-up analysis later 
in this report. 
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• The BBC is also distinctive in catering not only for internet users in the UK, but also 
providing bespoke content for international audiences, as illustrated by the 
international editions of the news site.  

3.2.2 Breadth of Appeal 

• The broad range of content offered by bbc.co.uk means that the site is distinctive in 
appealing to a wide range of audience groups – including, for example, children, 
gardeners, the disabled community and nature lovers.  

• This broad appeal is reflected in the number of unique visitors to the site every 
month. It was the fourth most visited site among UK internet users in August 2007. 
BBC News has more unique users than Facebook.  

• At the next level down, News, Weather, Sports, Radio, England, CBBC and 
CBeebies each attract more unique users than the whole of itv.com. (see Figure 3)  

Figure 3: Unique Users of bbc.co.uk and Market Comparatives 
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Source: Nielsen Netratings August 2007 

• Notwithstanding bbc.co.uk’s breadth of content, it remains the case that some 
audience groups are less well served by bbc.co.uk than others. Overall it is the 
fourth most popular site, but it is only the eighth most popular site amongst 12 to 
17year-olds.  

• Data restrictions mean it is hard to analyse in detail the appeal of bbc.co.uk to other 
potentially disenfranchised audience groups. However, lower income audiences 
(household income under £30k per annum) consistently prefer Yahoo to the BBC – 
although the BBC site does better overall. 
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3.2.3 Depth of Appeal 

• Drawing conclusions from an analysis of the length of visits to different sites is 
difficult because sites serve different consumer needs and are designed to engage 
users for different periods of time. Some sites are designed to engage users for a 
significant period – for example BBC Bitesize and online communities such as 
Facebook. Others aim to deliver small and clear pieces of information quickly 
information – like Google or BBC Weather. 

• However it is interesting to note that, on average, bbc.co.uk users spent 6.2 minutes 
per session at the site in August 2007. This is lower than some sites with significant 
community or interactive features, such as MSN, AOL and Facebook. However, of 
the editorially-based sites examined here, including Channel 4, Wikipedia, ITV and 
Guardian Unlimited, the BBC has the highest average session length.  

• This suggests that bbc.co.uk is successful in providing rich and engaging 
experiences for users. 

• YouTube also has a higher session length thanks to the dominance of longer lasting 
video clips. 

Figure 4: Average session length per user for bbc.co.uk and market comparatives 
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Source: Nielsen Netratings August 2007 

3.2.4 Pan-platform Linkage 

• The wide range of BBC resources – across TV, radio and the web – allows 
significant cross-platform leverage. bbc.co.uk provides access to a rich variety of 
audio and video resources, both live and archive, as well as featuring talent and 
brands from beyond the web in its online content.  
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• However, a range of market alternatives also use offline media brands, clips and 
content in the online space. The UK broadcasters examined here (Sky, Channel 4 
and ITV) all make significant use of pan-platform content on their websites. Indeed, 
some of these providers integrate pan-platform content more thoroughly into their 
site than does bbc.co.uk. For example, Channel 4, ITV, and Sky are all very good at 
integrating programme and sport clips within their editorial content. 

 

3.3 Editorial characteristics 

As with the whole of the BBC, trust, impartiality and independence are at the heart of 
bbc.co.uk. 

• No other market alternative has the same authority of voice as the BBC. Other not-
for-profit sites, such as Wikipedia, are far less trusted, since their content is user-
generated and not subject to the bbc.co.uk’s rigorous editorial standards.  

• Market alternatives that do have an impartial tone, for example NHS Direct or 
DirectGov, do not have the scope or appeal of bbc.co.uk. 

• At the same time, the emphasis on factual information and impartiality means that 
bbc.co.uk is less enriched with the opinion, analysis and interactive features that are 
a major feature of other sites. For example, although “Have Your Say” is an aspect 
of BBC News, it is much less integrated into the core provision than the Guardian’s 
“Comment is Free”.  

• In some areas of the site the BBC’s commercial independence has significant 
weight. For example, the search service is not skewed by paid search results. 

• The site has an accessible tone, a simple and intuitive design, and comprehensive 
advice and help facilities. This may make it a comfortable environment for users 
who are just beginning to use the net. However, its help and advice facilities are not 
unique. 

Please see Appendix 1 for a detailed assessment of bbc.co.uk’s editorial characteristics 
against the market alternatives. 

3.3.1 Navigation 

The depth and breadth of bbc.co.uk means that effective navigation facilities are necessary to 
allow users to find the content they want, and to allow users to find new content. 

Relevant, effective links also lead users between different types of content and increase 
bbc.co.uk’s effectiveness in delivering its purposes. Our view is that links can serve a broadly 
similar function to “hammocking” on TV and radio, whereby public service content is made 
more attractive by being scheduled between more self-evidently popular programming. These 
links apply not only to content within bbc.co.uk, but also to relevant information from the rest 
of the web. 

Internal Links 

• Effective internal links and signposting ensure that bbc.co.uk serves as a coherent 
portfolio rather than a set of distinct content areas. The site is distinctive in the 
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extent to which users are led through it in this way, and in the variety of its linkages. 
For example, a news story may lead to science and nature, and then on to Bitesize.  

• Internal links within the site allow the BBC to flow audiences between the different 
elements of the service. 

• Helpful, relevant linking can lead the user towards public service type content that 
might not be their first destination. For example, the Eastenders homepage contains 
links to advice about sex, love and life from BBC Slink.  

• The portfolio structure means that relevant content may be explicitly linked together 
in a way that is not found elsewhere in the market – for example within BBC 
Lifestyle.  

• Clear internal links also keep users engaged with the content. This may directly 
serve the BBC’s purpose to promote education and learning. For example, an 
article on Kyoto in BBC news may contain a link to a Q&A on Climate Change, and 
then to a separate Climate Change portal. 

• On average, bbc.co.uk visitors viewed nine pages of bbc.co.uk per visit in August 
2007. This was the highest of the content led sites covered in this report, including 
Channel 4, Guardian Unlimited and Wikipedia. However, this was lower than those 
sites with significant community of entertainment based features – such as 
Facebook, Yahoo and YouTube. 

Figure 5: Page views per visitor per session for bbc.co.uk and market comparatives 
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External Links  
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• The BBC provides extensive links to external websites. bbc.co.uk is distinctive in 
the rigorous way it ensures these are useful, accurate and free from offensive 
material. 

• However, market alternatives also link to external websites. The Guardian contains 
links to editorially relevant sites built within the editorial content (for example within 
Guardian Unlimited blogs). Meanwhile the iGoogle homepage has clear and 
comprehensive links to external content from a range of providers, including the 
BBC and Wikipedia. 

• External links are an important part of the BBC’s role in acting as an impartial 
gateway to the rest of the web. 

• External links may also act in the same way as internal signposting to keep 
audiences engaged with the topic, and help deliver the BBC purposes. 

Navigation Panels 

• Content is clearly signposted throughout bbc.co.uk.  

• However, navigation is not always consistent across the different elements of the 
site. In contrast, sites such as itv.com and Guardian Unlimited have a consistent 
banner navigation panel throughout, giving users a direct link to more parts of the 
site than on bbc.co.uk 

• The only consistent navigation links throughout the BBC site are to TV, Radio, Talk, 
Where I Live, Home and to an A to Z Index.  

• The BBC homepage is also less clear in terms of homepage navigation than some 
of the market alternatives. It offers links to other content areas, listed under 
‘Browse’. However, this is very list based and specific content areas are not made 
as clear as elsewhere.  

• Similarly the sub-categories of content are only partially listed on the homepage, 
and are followed by “…”. For example, under Entertainment users are offered 
“comedy, film, teens…”. Other sites make better use of drop-down panels that 
clearly display all available content areas. 

3.3.2 Search and Aggregation 

Efficacy of search is one of the most critical tools in any web service. Helping users to find 
their way around the internet is integral to the BBC’s ‘building digital Britain’ purpose.  

Please see Appendix 2 for a detailed assessment of bbc.co.uk’s search and aggregation 
facility. 

Consumer Proposition 

• The BBC provides a comprehensive search facility that allows users to search both 
the BBC site and the rest of the web. Some market alternatives also offer this 
facility, but normally in partnership with a dedicated search provider. For example, 
Guardian Unlimited’s search the web facility is provided in partnership with Yahoo. 

• However the BBC’s search facility does not have the breadth of coverage or the 
number of search results exhibited by a dedicated search portal. 
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• The BBC’s search facility is distinctive in the way it is UK-focused and designed to 
return the websites most relevant to people living and working in the UK. Google 
allows you to search pages from within the UK, but has no stated UK focus. 

• Conversely, the UK focus of the BBC search means that international-facing content 
gets less emphasis than elsewhere. 

• The BBC is very distinctive in its use of safety features. The combination of 
stringent technology and regular human checks ensures that the BBC site is 
uniquely family-friendly.  

• The BBC also blocks searches on a range of potentially offensive search words. 
Although market alternatives can be customised to remove harmful material, this is 
not the default option.  

• BBC search results are clearly signposted by origin – for example, results from 
News, Drama or Sport. It also allows users to search within BBC News and Sport, 
within BBC Audio and Video, and within CBBC. However, other sites also signpost 
results – many of the newspaper sites give you top stories within business or 
lifestyle, for example. 

• Some market alternatives have a broader range of tools within their core search 
facility. With each enquiry, Ask.com automatically displays top image and video 
results, and dictionary definitions of your search term, along with top web pages.  

• Dedicated search facilities also commonly offer communication and community 
features. Ask, Google, Yahoo and Window’s Live Search all allow users to create 
accounts to access webmail services, upload photos and store data. 

• BBC search has limited customisation features. Market alternatives allow users to 
customise their search preferences to increase ease of use. Google allows users to 
customise their profile by language, number of results displayed and level of 
security.  

Editorial Characteristics 

• The BBC is unique in providing a dedicated, independent children’s search portal – 
CBBC search – that allows children to search both the BBC and the rest of the web. 
As with the rest of the search facility, all external sites recommended to children 
meet strict BBC safety standards.  

• This is very distinctive from other popular children’s sites such as Disney.co.uk, 
which reports sponsored links from the rest of the web alongside content from the 
Disney website. 

• Within the search facility, bbc.co.uk offers a range of distinctive editorial features 
that are designed to improve the user experience. For example, ‘BBC 
Recommends’ judges sites against a ten-point checklist to help guide users to the 
most accurate and up-to-date search result. This is very distinctive compared to 
many commercial search providers that have sponsored links first 

• The BBC’s search facility has a comprehensive help section that explains each of 
the features in detail. Other search providers also explain their services, but this is 
another area where the BBC’s trusted tone is very important.  
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• Finally, the BBC site offers information about web accessibility for disabled people – 
for example, instructing people how to change their browser and computer settings 
to make the web more accessible (‘Your Web Your Way’).  

3.4 Distribution platforms 

The consumer expectation for content when, where and how they want it is growing. 
bbc.co.uk serves this need for convenience and in doing so delivers the benefits of emerging 
communications technologies to its audience.  

The variety of distribution platforms also increases the impact of BBC programming, thereby 
enabling the audience to consume more of the content they value most highly. This also 
makes a significant contribution to public purpose delivery. For example the wealth of local 
and regional content is made more accessible by being on-demand, thus better representing 
the UK, its nations, regions and communities. 

We have looked at three distribution services within bbc.co.uk: the radio player; the iPlayer; 
and mobile content.  

Please see Appendix 3 for a detailed comparison of bbc.co.uk’s video distribution against 
chosen market alternatives. 

3.4.1 Video Distribution 

• The iPlayer is clearly distinctive in that it is the only place to view BBC content 
online.  

• Nevertheless, the other UK PSBs have also launched video player services.  

• Both 4OD and ITV offer catch-up services for 30 days after transmission. The 
iPlayer will only offer content from the last 7 days. 

• However, the iPlayer is the only service that will allow the user to keep the 
programme for 30 days after downloading before watching it, and then a further 7 
days for repeat viewing until the download expires. 

• The iPlayer will also stream the BBC’s channels across the web. ITV.com also 
streams ITV’s four channels online. 

• BBC content is not syndicated for distribution over the net. Some content providers, 
such as MTV and National Geographic, do syndicate content to online distribution 
platforms such as Joost. 

• During the beta testing phase it is hard to judge the overall usability of the iPlayer 
against the market alternatives (users currently need to apply to be part of the 
iPlayer trial).  

3.4.2 Audio 

A wide range of commercial radio stations stream audio content from their website. The 
industry body The Radio Centre also runs a radio player that offers comprehensive access to 
over 200 radio stations in the UK well as a number of international stations.  

Please see Appendix 4 for a detailed comparison of the BBC Radio Player and that from The 
Radio Centre. 
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• The Radio player streams all BBC radio content and offers a 7 day catch-up. This 
catch-up facility is very distinctive. 

• BBC Radio is also streamed through the Radio Centre’s radio player, which 
showcases over 200 UK radio stations as well as international content. 

• The radio player uses Windows MediaPlayer or RealPlayer technology to stream all 
the BBC’s radio stations across the net. The Radio Centre’s Radio player is 
accessible through Window’s MediaPlayer, Real Player and Quick Time. 

• The BBC produces podcasts of highlights from the top BBC shows. A number of 
commercial providers also provide podcasts. 

3.4.3 Mobile 

• Mobile content offered by the market competitors tends to be focused around video 
clips and unseen footage from programming. The BBC is distinctive in the range of 
text based and unique content it offers. 

• It is the only provider to offer mobile content in a number of areas (for example in 
Food). 

3.4.4 User-Generated Content 

• UGC within bbc.co.uk is distinctive in its aim of helping users to become fully 
engaged “digital citizens”.  

• Interactivity is also perceived to be very important as a platform for a range of 
voices that might not otherwise be heard.  

• However, UGC is a much less dominant feature of bbc.co.uk than on many other 
sites. Unlike sites such as YouTube or Facebook, it is not possible for users to 
upload their content and then immediately view it online or share it with friends. 

• Nevertheless, a much greater use of moderation means that where user-generated 
content is showcased it is done to in a very distinctive way. For example, BBC Blast 
encourages users to create well-produced, holistic pieces of content – rather than 
merely showcasing unpackaged video clips, as with YouTube. ITV Local does 
something similar to the BBC by showcasing content made by local video producers 
on its site.  

• User participation in the linear broadcast output through online participation is 
unique to the BBC. A number of programmes from other UK broadcasters have a 
significant online presence: for example, Big Brother is a big driver of traffic to the 
Channel 4 website. However only the BBC has produced truly participative 
programming through viewing such as Springwatch and Autumnwatch. 

• At the same time, Wikipedia makes greater use of participative content creation 
overall.  
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4 Bottom up analysis 
4.1 Summary 

Each of the 26 segments of bbc.co.uk covered in the bottom-up analysis has been scored for 
both delivery of the BBC’s public purposes and market distinctiveness. This is represented in 
the chart below: 

Figure 6: chart showing delivery of purposes against market distinctiveness for the 26 
elements of bbc.co.uk 
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4.1.1 Delivery of Purposes 

• In our view the majority of the 26 elements of bbc.co.uk deliver on the BBC’s 
purposes very well. Eleven sites score particularly highly, including News, Learning, 
Science and Nature, History, Children’s, Religion, Schools, Where I Live, Disability, 
About the BBC and About the BBC Trust.  

• A further five sites gain a high score: Radio, TV, Arts, Sport and Health. 
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• Top-scoring sites tend to serve one purpose very strongly, or serve a number of 
purposes in a particularly rich way. For example, BBC News: 

- Keeps users up to date with comprehensive news from across the UK, 
including news from the each of the nations, and is informative about the 
British democratic process (Citizenship; Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions 
and communities). 

- Provides extensive coverage of international events for UK users, and offers 
tailored international versions for users in other parts of the world, as well as 
news in multiple foreign languages (World to the UK and UK to the world). 

• Gardening, Relationships, Food and Homes are least effective in their delivery of 
the BBC’s purposes.  

• These sites have a softer focus and are less direct in their delivery of the purposes 
than elsewhere. For example, Homes:  

- Promotes informal learning by providing homes-based information, including 
DIY, finance and design (Education and learning). 

- Encourages users be creative with their homes (Stimulating creativity and 
culture). 

• Entertainment, Music, Parenting, Teens, Weather and Consumer have a medium 
score for public purpose delivery. 

4.1.2 Market Distinctiveness  

• The most distinctive areas of bbc.co.uk provide a service that cannot be found 
elsewhere on the web both in terms of editorial characteristics and consumer 
proposition. For example, BBC News is unique in providing significant depth and 
breadth of information, together with a trusted and authoritative voice. Radio is 
unique in the variety of content held in one place, as well as the catch-up service. 
News and radio score 5 out of 5 on Market Distinctiveness. 

• Those areas that score between two and four for distinctiveness tend to have a 
number of distinctive elements combined with features that can be found elsewhere 
in the market. For example, BBC Arts includes a range of interactive tools not found 
in market alternatives, but the breadth of arts coverage and comment is exceeded 
elsewhere. Similarly, the Health site provides a trusted voice and impartial tone, but 
the consumer proposition is similar to that found elsewhere.  

• Learning, Science and Nature, History, Children’s, Sport, Disability and TV score 4 
out of 5. 

• Entertainment, Music, Parenting, Teens, Arts, Religion, Schools and Where I Live 
score 3 out of 5.  

• Gardening, Relationships, Weather and Health score 2 out of 5. 

• Food and Homes score lowest in terms of distinctiveness.  

4.1.3 Site-by-site overview 

News 
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• Delivery of purposes: BBC News is a unique service offering independent news 
from the UK and abroad. It plays a major role in helping the BBC to sustain 
citizenship and civil society, and in bringing the world to the UK and the UK to the 
world.  

• Market distinctiveness: The depth, breadth, and up-to-the-minute coverage of the 
service are very distinctive. 

Sport 

• Delivery of purposes: BBC Sport brings the UK together around national events and 
reflects different communities and cultures. Each of the UK’s Nations has its own 
dedicated sports portal. 

• Market distinctiveness: The coverage of minority sports, disabled events and youth 
sports within BBC Sport are very distinctive. It is also distinctive in the sport market 
in having an explicit learning agenda, and makes good use of the BBC’s journalistic 
heritage.  

Weather 

• Delivery of purposes: Weather features give contextual information about the 
environment and supports informal learning. The site covers the breadth of the UK 
at a postcode level and also offers information about a wide range of international 
locations. 

• Market distinctiveness: BBC Weather provides effective information for its users and 
makes good use of cross-platform BBC content. However other sites also offer 
cross-platform content and up to the minute weather information.  

Entertainment 

• Delivery of purposes: BBC Entertainment reflects many UK creative industries, 
including film, comedy and drama, and encourages creativity in its users. Some 
features of the site promote informal learning. 

• Market distinctiveness: The breadth of content covered is considerable, but this is 
an area that is well served by the commercial market. BBC Entertainment is 
distinctive in the way it encourages its users to submit their own content. 

Schools and Revision 

• Delivery of purposes: This site plays a very important role in supporting education 
and learning. 

• Market distinctiveness: These BBC sites offer a comprehensive resource for 
teachers and young people in formal education. There are a number of commercial 
providers that offer learning resources based around the curriculum or for use in 
schools. The content is most distinctive in more minority subjects and in areas 
where it is less directly linked to the curriculum. 

Adult Learning 
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• Delivery of purposes: This site is central to the BBC’s mission to promote lifelong 
learning in the UK. Each of the UK’s nations is represented by a dedicated learning 
portal. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC site is very distinctive in its approach to skills 
learning. The emphasis on engaging disenfranchised groups is unique. The pan-
platform leverage of the BBC is powerful in this area. 

Nations and Regions 

• Delivery of purposes: The Where I Live and Nations sites deliver a number of the 
BBC’s purposes very strongly, by reflecting the UK’s diverse communities, and 
engaging people with the democratic process at a national and regional level. 

• Market distinctiveness: Many of the market alternatives in this area carry a lot of 
classified advertising or serve as a directory of local services. The BBC Nations and 
Regions sites are particularly distinctive by being free from commercial interests. 
However, the delivery of some content (for example, local area listings) is close to 
that provided by local newspapers, and other sites make better use of video 
content. 

Radio 

• Delivery of purposes: The BBC Radio site showcases a large range of BBC Radio 
content and in doing so supports the BBC’s purposes. 

• Market distinctiveness: The range of BBC radio stations means that content is 
targeted at a uniquely wide demographic, with a breadth and depth not found 
elsewhere. 

Music 

• Delivery of purposes: The music site reflects the UK’s culture and creativity and 
helps educate its audience about music – both from the UK and abroad.  

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC site has an educational and informative approach 
to a wide variety of music that is distinctive in the market. However its content has 
less depth than is found elsewhere. It acts more as a directory of music information 
to be found elsewhere on the BBC than a content site in itself. 

Food 

• Delivery of purposes: The site promotes informal learning and engages its audience 
with cooking and wider health issues. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC food site is based around recipes, the delivery of 
which is little different from that offered by the market alternatives. It also provides 
information about healthy eating, but several of the market alternatives also offer 
information on broader food-related health issues. The BBC makes good use of 
pan-platform content, but other sites tend to have more interactive features.  

Health 

• Delivery of purposes: The site provides effective information related to health, 
illness and healthy living, and in doing so promotes informal learning. 
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• Market distinctiveness: The BBC’s independence and trusted voice are very 
valuable in this area. However, there are other impartial voices in the market. Much 
of the information supplied is also available in greater depth elsewhere on the web. 
The mobile service and interactive features are distinctive. 

Gardening 

• Delivery of purposes: The site encourages creativity by suggesting gardening 
projects, and promotes informal learning by supplying a wide range of gardening 
advice and facts. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC gardening site provides trusted gardening 
information and makes good use of BBC TV and Radio programming and talent. 
However, the provision of general gardening information is not very distinctive when 
compared to the wider market.  

Parenting 

• Delivery of purposes: The site promotes informal learning by providing information 
about a wide variety of parenting issues. It also offers advice about how to 
encourage children to learn from birth. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC site offers trusted, impartial parenting advice – 
although there are other impartial voices in this area. It is distinctive in being aimed 
at mothers and fathers, whereas alternatives are more focused towards women. 
Community and interactive features are more prominent on other sites. 

Homes 

• Delivery of purposes: BBC Homes promotes informal learning by providing a range 
of information about homes. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC site makes use of its access to BBC personalities 
and programming, but has less depth and variety than elsewhere. 

Consumer 

• Delivery of purposes: In informing its users about their rights as consumers, the site 
meets the citizenship purpose. Useful information is provided on a range of topics 
which encourages informal learning. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC is a trusted voice in this area. There are, however, 
a variety of other impartial voices in this market and the breadth of content offered is 
more limited than elsewhere. 

Science and Nature 

• Delivery of purposes: The site provides educational content in an entertaining 
manner which engages users, encourages debate, and promotes education and 
learning. It also informs us about our planet, bringing the UK to the world and the 
world to the UK. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC site stands out in a competitive market for its clear 
design, wide appeal, and range of tools (including the innovative Planet Earth 
Explorer). 
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Arts 

• Delivery of purposes: The site encourages user participation in various creative 
projects, reflects the diversity of UK arts, and informs about cultural events and 
pursuits. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC arts site acts as a directory of the wealth of arts 
content available from the BBC. Other sites tend to have a greater depth and 
breadth of unique content. 

Disability 

• Delivery of purposes: This site represents disabled people and allows them to 
express their own views. It keeps users up to date with disability related news and is 
informative about the political process, ensuring that its users remain engaged 
citizens. The site also invites disabled people to submit articles, videos, audio 
pieces and art for publications which stimulates creativity. 

• Market distinctiveness: The tone of BBC Ouch is distinctive in this market. However 
the range and depth of factual information about how to live with disability is not as 
broad as elsewhere. 

Relationships 

• Delivery of purposes: This site promotes informal learning by imparting trusted 
advice and knowledge about relationship issues. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC’s trusted, impartial and serious tone is distinctive 
in this field. The site is designed for a broad audience whereas market alternatives 
are more focused on a single demographic. Other sites make much more use of 
interactive elements. 

Religion and Ethics 

• Delivery of purposes: The BBC Religion and Ethics site supplies impartial 
information, encourages debate and promotes learning. All religions of the world are 
treated equally and introduced as equally relevant, which reflects UK communities 
and brings the world to the UK. 

• Market distinctiveness: The site is informative, impartial and engaging. Some 
market alternatives have more interactivity and a wider range of tools available. 

History 

• Delivery of purposes: BBC History offers educational content in a fun and 
accessible way. Regional history allows the user to concentrate on the history of a 
certain area in the UK, which reflects the UK’s regions. The BBC site covers world 
history which brings the world to the UK. 

• Market distinctiveness: The breadth of topics covered by BBC History, including 
regional history, is very distinctive. However, the depth of content is not as great as 
on specialist websites. The interactive game is innovative. 
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Children’s 

• Delivery of purposes: The BBC children’s sites provide a wide variety of entertaining 
educational games and clips which make learning fun. Content in other languages 
introduce children to different cultures, bringing the world to the UK. The sites also 
encourage children to be creative. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC provides trusted, entertaining and educational 
content in a safe environment that children (and their parents) feel comfortable 
exploring. It has a large range of tools and games to engage its users. However, the 
variety of online resources used by children is extremely broad, and BBC children’s 
sites do not have as many interactive or community features as many of the other 
sites that are popular with this age group. 

Teens 

• Delivery of purposes: The teens site promotes opportunities for informal learning by 
addressing a range of teen issues. By informing teenagers and encouraging debate 
the site engages teens as young citizens. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC teen site is specifically designed for this age group 
and covers a broad range of activities, issues and pastimes. Channel 4 is the only 
site that is built in the same way and specifically targeted at teens. However, some 
of the features within the site are also provided for by the market (for example BBC 
Slink). Meanwhile the interactive and community features are much more prevalent 
elsewhere. 

TV 

• Delivery of purposes: The BBC TV site supports a range of the BBC’s purposes 
through its links with TV programmes. 

• Market distinctiveness: The great breadth and depth of the BBC channel portfolio is 
well reflected by this site. 

“About” the BBC 

• Delivery of purposes: The ‘About the BBC’ site provides information that makes the 
BBC transparent to the public and addresses the issue of accountability. 

• Market distinctiveness: The BBC information site is the only one to be fully 
integrated into the main site, and thus to include links to entertainment content as 
well as to financial and other consumer information.  

“About” the BBC Trust 

• Delivery of purposes: The ‘About’ site of the BBC Trust provides information that 
addresses the issue of accountability within the BBC and outlines the Trust’s 
purposes. 

• Market distinctiveness: The site is available in Welsh and is very in-depth for the 
content it includes.  
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Appendices



Appendix 1: Top-down comparative sites 
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Content isContent is  Collaborative Collaborative WikipediaWikipedia 1414 HighHigh MediumMedium CharityCharity GoodGood GoodGood GoodGood fully user fully user BasicBasicEncyclopaediaEncyclopaedia generated. generated. 

Simple. Users Simple. Users 
Dedicated community Dedicated community Content isContent is  can customise can customise 

FacebookFacebook 1515 site. Communication site. Communication LowLow LowLow AdvertisingAdvertising AverageAverage PoorPoor AverageAverage fully user fully user their own their own 
and photoand photo  sharingsharing generated. generated. profiles within a profiles within a 

strict templatestrict template

Information about Information about 
Sky products and Sky products and Advertising Advertising InconsistentInconsistent  SkySky 2121 services. Includesservices. Includes  MediumMedium MediumMedium and and PoorPoor PoorPoor AverageAverage AspirationalAspirational but clear. but clear. betting, dating and betting, dating and subscriptionsubscription
newsnews

Lifestyle,Lifestyle,  
entertainment and entertainment and 
factual information factual information Young. Picture Young. Picture Channel 4Channel 4 3636 MediumMedium LowLow AdvertisingAdvertising AverageAverage GoodGood GoodGood YoungYoungheavily linked to heavily linked to ledled
channel 4 channel 4 
programmingprogramming

Text based. Text based. Up to date news, Up to date news, Guardian Guardian Intelligent. Intelligent. ClearClear  3939 comment and comment and MediumMedium HighHigh AdvertisingAdvertising AverageAverage AverageAverage GoodGoodUnlimitedUnlimited LiberalLiberal    newspaper newspaper lifestyle information.lifestyle information.  heritageheritage

Information, clips and Information, clips and Untidy in Untidy in previews about your previews about your Traditional. Traditional. places. More places. More ITVITV 7878 favourite ITV favourite ITV shows.shows.  MediumMedium LowLow AdvertisingAdvertising GoodGood PoorPoor GoodGood InclusiveInclusive use of videouse of video  News and SportsNews and Sports  than elsewherethan elsewhereinformationinformation
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Appendix 2: Search comparatives 

 

Consumer PropositionConsumer Proposition Editorial CharacteristicsEditorial Characteristics

Aggregation Aggregation Number Number Advice Advice Customis-Customis- Editorial Editorial ScopeScope BreadthBreadth DepthDepth of search of search of Tools of Tools SafetySafety and and ationation contentcontentresultsresults OfferedOffered HelpHelp

BBC BBC 
BBC BBC UK UK recommends recommends Very Very FocussedFocussed Focussed Focussed Very Good Very Good LowLow LowLow High High SearchSearch FocussedFocussed very very goodgood

distinctivedistinctive

Global. Global. 
Search UK Search UK Very Very GoogleGoogle BroadBroad BroadBroad AverageAverage Very highVery high HighHigh NoneNone OptionalOptionalfunction function goodgood
offeredoffered

Global. Global. Other Other Search UK Search UK YahooYahoo BroadBroad BroadBroad AverageAverage Very highVery high HighHigh searches searches OptionalOptional GoodGoodfunction function suggestedsuggestedofferedoffered

Global. Global. Suggest Suggest Search UK Search UK AskAsk MediumMedium MediumMedium AverageAverage HighHigh MediumMedium searches searches OptionalOptional GoodGoodfunction function suggestedsuggestedofferedoffered

Global. Global. Windows Windows Suggest Suggest Search UK Search UK Live Live MediumMedium  BroadBroad AverageAverage Very highVery high HighHigh searches searches OptionalOptional MediumMediumfunction function SearchSearch suggestedsuggestedofferedoffered

WithinWithin  
Guardian Guardian Offers a wide Offers a wide 

GuardianGuardian  site. Full site. Full range of range of Only Only Focussed Focussed Focussed Focussed GoodGood LowLow NoneNone MediumMediumUnlimitedUnlimited webweb  editorial editorial GuardianGuardian
search is search is featuresfeatures
Yahoo!Yahoo!
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Appendix 3: Video distribution comparatives 
AccessAccessLive Live How much How much Mode of Mode of to the to the Ease of Ease of Other Other Business Business Streamed Streamed WindowingWindowing content is content is Cost?Cost?deliverydelivery archivearchive useuse ToolsTools ModelModelChannelChannel available?available? ??

7 day 7 day catch up, catch up, Currently Currently 30 days to 30 days to bbc.co.uk/iplayerbeta/bbc.co.uk/iplayerbeta/ DownloadDownload NoNo All BBC All BBC TVTV FreeFree NoNo in beta in beta Full screenFull screen Licence FeeLicence Feeview, 7 days to view, 7 days to testing. testing. view againview again

Range ofRange of  Free TV Free TV 
current and current and from the from the OK. Player OK. Player Pre bookPre book  30 days Catch 30 days Catch archive archive last 30 last 30 must be must be your your Ad Funded, Ad Funded, up, plusup, plus  Channel 4 Channel 4 days. 99p days. 99p channel4.com/4odchannel4.com/4od DownloadDownload YesYes YesYes downloaddownload favourite favourite plus pay per plus pay per archive archive ProgrammingProgramming per per ed to ed to your your shows for shows for viewviewprogrammingprogramming Content fromContent from  episode.episode.  PCPC downloaddownloadNational National £1.99 per £1.99 per 
GeographicGeographic filmfilm

A selection ofA selection of  Watch and Watch and 
programming programming browse browse 
from the from the last last Very easy. Very easy. allows you allows you 

Video Video 30 30 30 days -30 days - PlayedPlayed  to browse to browse itv.com/Watchnowitv.com/Watchnow YesYes FreeFree YesYes Ad FundedAd FundedStreamStream days/archivedays/archive including al including al from the from the ITV.comITV.com
the soaps. the soaps. A A websitewebsite whilewhile  

range of range of watchingwatching  
archive titlesarchive titles contentcontent

Full Full 
Screen. Screen. 

Bo Catch Up Bo Catch Up Simple. Simple. Season Season 
Limit. CanLimit. Can  keep keep 4 dramas,4 dramas,  99p to 99p to Add to Add to pass gives pass gives Ad Funded, Ad Funded, 

download.five.tvdownload.five.tv DownloadDownload NoNo your your most most £2.49 per £2.49 per YesYes basket basket you a you a plus pay per plus pay per 
programme for programme for seasonsseasons episodeepisode feature feature discount discount viewview

14 days14 days intuitiveintuitive for all for all 
episodesepisodes  

of a seriesof a series

Content doesContent does  Pay per Pay per not expire. not expire. UK UK A wide A wide Download. Download. view. view. content iscontent is  variety of top variety of top DRM DRM Business is Business is restricted to restricted to programmesprogrammes  £1.89 per £1.89 per iTunes.comiTunes.com protected protected NoNo n/an/a Simple. Simple. PortablePortable geared geared series thatseries that  and shortand short  episodeepisodeto Apple to Apple towards towards have also been have also been films. US films. US softwaresoftware selling selling released on released on focussedfocussed  hardwarehardwareDVDDVD

43 channels 43 channels 
of content,of content,  
including including Currently Currently Video Video National National Full Full Joost.comJoost.com NoNo doesn't drop offdoesn't drop off FreeFree n/an/a in beta in beta Ad FundedAd FundedStreamStream Geographic, Geographic, ScreenScreentesting. testing. ParamountParamount  

comedy and comedy and 
MTVMTV  

Very easy. Very easy. More than 10 More than 10 Video Video PlayedPlayed  Send this Send this YouTubeYouTube NoNo doesn't drop offdoesn't drop off million short million short FreeFree n/an/a Ad FundedAd FundedStreamStream from the from the to a friendto a friendvideosvideos websitewebsite  
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Appendix 4: Audio distribution comparatives 

Live Live How much How much Mode of Mode of Streamed Streamed WindowingWindowing content is content is deliverydelivery StationsStations available?available?

BBCBBC 7 days 7 days after after All BBC All BBC Radio Radio YesYes YesYes transmissiontransmission RadioRadioPlayerPlayer

200 stations 200 stations 

Cost?Cost?

FreeFree

AccessAccess
to theto the  

archive?archive?

NoNo

Ease of Ease of 
useuse

Simple. Simple. 
Paunches Paunches 
in a new in a new 
window.window.

Other Other 
ToolsTools

Podcasts. Podcasts. 

Business Business 
ModelModel

Licence Licence 
FeeFee

from the UK from the UK 
Radio Radio (including the (including the 
Centre Centre BBC). BBC). NoNo YesYes Live onlyLive onlyRadio Radio Thousands of Thousands of 
PlayerPlayer stations from stations from 

FreeFree NoNo

Less Less 
attractive attractive 
then the then the 

BBCBBC

Link toLink to  
each each 

stations stations 
websitewebsite

Marketing Marketing 
tool. tool. 

AdvertisingAdvertising

across the across the 
worldworld
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Appendix 5: Bottom-up detail 
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Bottom-up summary card 

PurposesPurposes DistinctivenessDistinctiveness

News (including News (including business andbusiness and  p38p38 bbc.co.uk/newsbbc.co.uk/newsmoney)money)

SportSport p41p41 bbc.co.uk/sportbbc.co.uk/sport

WeatherWeather p45p45 bbc.co.uk/weatherbbc.co.uk/weather

Entertainment (including Entertainment (including movies, movies, p48p48 bbc.co.uk/entertainmentbbc.co.uk/entertainmentcomedy, communitiescomedy, communities  and drama)and drama)

p51p51 Schools and RevisionSchools and Revision
LearningLearning Adult Learning Adult Learning (Including RAW(Including RAW  p54p54 and Languages)and Languages)

Nations Nations and Regions / localand Regions / local p57p57 Where I live and NationsWhere I live and Nations

RadioRadio p60p60 National RadioNational Radio

MusicMusic p63p63 bbc.co.uk/musicbbc.co.uk/music

p66p66 FoodFood RedRed

p69p69 HealthHealth

p72p72 GardeningGardening RedRed
LifestyleLifestyle

p75p75 ParentingParenting

p78p78 HomesHomes RedRed

p81p81 ConsumerConsumer

Science and NatureScience and Nature p84p84 bbc.co.uk/snbbc.co.uk/sn

p87p87 ArtsArts

p3p90p3p90 DisabilityDisability
Society and CultureSociety and Culture

p93p93 RelationshipsRelationships RedRed

p96p96 Religion and EthicsReligion and Ethics

HistoryHistory p99p99 bbc.co.uk/historybbc.co.uk/history

p102p102 CBeebies and CBBCCBeebies and CBBC
Young PeopleYoung People

p107p107 SwitchSwitch

Including BBC One, Two, Three Including BBC One, Two, Three TelevisionTelevision p112p112 and Fourand Four

p115p115 BBCBBC
“About”“About”

p116p116 BBC TrustBBC Trust
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Delivery of purposes versus market distinctiveness 

• News
• Radio

• About the BBC

• Learning
• Science & Nature
• History• TV
• Children’s• Sport
• Disability
• About the BBC 
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• Weather
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National and International News: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• BBC News  keeps users up to date with comprehensive news from across the UK, 

including news from the each of the nations, and is informative about the British 
democratic process (Citizenship; Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities)

• The service provides extensive coverage of international events for UK users, and offers 
tailored international versions for users in other parts of the world, as well as news in 
multiple foreign languages (World to the UK and UK to the world)

Characteristics
• The BBC’s online news provision is very high quality
• It is easy to use and likely to provide useful and engaging experiences for audiences. At 

times, users may encounter challenging stories and information

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• BBC news online provides comprehensive news from across the 
UK and beyond, thereby helping users to make sense of the 
world around them

• The service is unique in offering news wholly free from 
commercial or political interests

• The site makes great use of audio and video content, enabling 
users to access news in a variety of formats, at a time that is 
convenient

• The depth, breadth, and up to the minute coverage of the service
is very distinctive

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The BBC site is impartial, authoritative and accessible, acting as a trusted guide to events 
in the UK and beyond. Other sites tend to be written from a particular point of view

• Stories are categorised in an intuitive manner which makes navigation easy
• The home page is uncluttered, with good use of white space, as well as text and pictures
• Content is updated minute by minute

• The BBC service offers a greater breadth of coverage than other news sites
• It also provides greater depth, due both to the archive access and the explanatory content 

provided around the news stories
• The online service makes excellent use of the BBC’s TV and radio resources. Compared 

to some sites, however, the audio and video is less integrated with the core editorial 
content

• Unlike commercial sites, the BBC site includes a variety of relevant links that encourage 
users to pursue stories beyond the BBC

• There is clear delineation between expert opinion, user comment and impartial news 
coverage. News and comment are much more closely integrated (and more extensive) on 
the newspaper-based sites

• Content is available (through the World Service) in 33 languages. Yahoo news includes 
Spanish language content, but the other market alternatives are available only in English

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• The BBC’s news audience is slightly younger and less male than most of the market 
alternatives; its income is about average

• It is average in terms of income
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National and International News: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC site provides up to the minute National and 
International News

• A significant amount of audio and video content is shared with 
other BBC services 

• It has clear and comprehensive links to BBC Sport, news from 
each of the Nations, and BBC Local content (each of which 
have been included elsewhere in this analysis)

BBC news online
(news.bbc.co.uk)

• The home of the Guardian and Observer Newspapers online, 
incorporates rolling news, comment and debate

• The core news service is complemented by sections 
dedicated to media, sport, education, arts and the public 
sector

• The service was one of the first UK newspapers to move 
comprehensively online, and pioneered podcasting 

Guardian Unlimited
(guardian.co.uk)

• The home of The Times and the Sunday Times on the web
• Covers stories, comment and features published in the print 

edition 
• There is less unique content (i.e. content not shared with the 

print product) than elsewhere

The Times Online
(timesonline.co.uk)

• The Sun newspaper’s online site
• It is strong on entertainment and sport
• Includes other services such as games and the Sun 

community 

The Sun
(thesun.co.uk)

• Yahoo News contains coverage of breaking news and 
headlines from the US

• Includes syndicated stories and AV content from a number of 
global news providers, including ABC, CBS, Reuters, and the 
BBC

Yahoo News
(uk.news.yahoo.com)

• The home of The Telegraph newspaper on the web
• It has a strong AV presence thanks to a content deal with ITN
• There is dedicated online content as well as a selection of 

content from the print edition

The Telegraph
(telegraph.co.uk)
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National and International News: Comparative Analysis Summary 

Depth of Content

Breadth of Content

Audio

AV
Type of 

BBC News Yahoo! 
News

Guardian 
Unlimited The Sun Times 

Online Telegraph

High Low High Low High High

High High Medium Low Medium Medium

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

content Mobileavailable
User 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Generated Yes Yes No Yes No No
content

Interactivity

Is there pan-platform 
content available?

Quality, range and 
number of external links

Site Navigation

High Low Medium High Low Low

Yes- TV 
and Radio Yes - TV Yes -Print Yes -Print Yes -Print Yes -Print

High High Low None None Low

Very Clear Average Clear Clear Clear Clear 

Low. Most 
Variety of other tools 

offered High tools are 
US Medium Medium Medium Low

Gender (% 
male)

Audience Age (% 
Profile 35+)

Income (% 
30k+)

 

focussed

53% 49% 59% 58% 53% 56%

63% 65% 66% 54% 68% 65%

55% 54% 63% 51% 59% 56%
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Sport: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• Sport plays a big part in reflecting national identity and bringing the UK together around 

big events. The range of sports covered also reflects a wide range of UK communities 
and passions (Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities) 

• The site reflects the sports that are part of UK culture and encourages participation 
(Creativity and Cultural Excellence)

• The site also helps people learn more about sports, especially through the Sports 
Academy (Education and learning)

Characteristics
• The site provides a high quality service for users
• Dedicated coverage of minority and disability sports may challenge the audience to think 

about sport from a different perspective

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• BBC Sport brings the UK together around national events and 
reflects different communities and cultures

• Although the major sports are well provided for elsewhere in the
market, the site is broader in scope than most of the market 
alternatives 

• The tone and impartiality of the site is unique 
• Coverage of minority sports, disabled events and youth sports is

very distinctive
• BBC Sport’s web presence allows the BBC to exploit its TV and 

Radio coverage. Other providers also make good use of pan 
platform content

• It is the only site with a specific learning agenda. The sports 
academy and learning masterclass features are very distinctive

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• Many parts of the site have a very distinctive tone in terms of authority and journalistic 
tone 

• The more irreverent sections, e.g. in the over by over cricket commentary, feel closer to 
the tone of the Guardian and Football 365

• Impartiality is important in this area, and the site is free from any vested interests

• The BBC sports site makes good use of BBC TV and radio footage of live events. 
However pan-platform content is more thoroughly integrated into some of the market 
alternatives – notably ITV Sport and Sky Sports

• Both the BBC and market alternatives make good use of channel brands, programme 
brands and talent on their site.  

• BBC Sport is the only place where significant amounts of archive footage, both video and 
audio, can be found

• It is the only site to have dedicated sports sites for each of the Nations
• The BBC covers major sports and events in a high quality and impartial way. However, 

some market alternatives go into specific areas in greater depth
• The BBC’s coverage of minority sports, expert master classes and Sports Academy 

features are very distinctive
• The BBC site has user-generated content (e.g. upload your own sports articles), but so do 

other players in the market

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Relative to other online news providers, BBC sports’ audience is about average in terms of 
age, income and gender
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Sport: Market Alternatives 
• BBC Sport has comprehensive coverage of UK and 

International sporting fixtures. It also had dedicated sports 
portals for each of the UK Nations

• There is a broad range of sports covered
• Text, audio, video and UGC content are available
• The site has popular interactive message boards

BBC Sport
(news.bbc.co.uk/sport/)

• BBC Sport has comprehensive coverage of UK and 
International sporting fixtures. It also had dedicated sports 
portals for each of the UK Nations

• There is a broad range of sports covered
• Text, audio, video and UGC content are available
• The site has popular interactive message boards

BBC Sport
(news.bbc.co.uk/sport/)

• Sky Sports covers eight major sports, with the focus on 
football. Other sports are covered in less detail

• This is a clear, comprehensive site that makes good use of 
Sky Sports content and pan-platform brands (e.g. Soccer AM)

Sky Sports
(www.skysports.com)

• Sky Sports covers eight major sports, with the focus on 
football. Other sports are covered in less detail

• This is a clear, comprehensive site that makes good use of 
Sky Sports content and pan-platform brands (e.g. Soccer AM)

Sky Sports
(www.skysports.com)

• Cricinfo is a cricket site from ESPN. It does not cover any 
other sports

• The site has an international focus
• Includes mobile content, but no audio or video

CricInfo
(www.cricinfo.com)

• Cricinfo is a cricket site from ESPN. It does not cover any 
other sports

• The site has an international focus
• Includes mobile content, but no audio or video

CricInfo
(www.cricinfo.com)

• Focussed on cricket, football and racing, with fourteen other 
sports in much less detail

• The site’s tone is authoritative
• Betting and odds are a significant feature of the site

Sporting Life
(www.sportinglife.com)

• Focussed on cricket, football and racing, with fourteen other 
sports in much less detail

• The site’s tone is authoritative
• Betting and odds are a significant feature of the site

Sporting Life
(www.sportinglife.com)

• Football 365 is a dedicated football site from Sky
• It is very strong on football news, comment and betting tips
• Its more irreverent tone is aimed at young football fans

Football 365
(www.football365.com)

• Football 365 is a dedicated football site from Sky
• It is very strong on football news, comment and betting tips
• Its more irreverent tone is aimed at young football fans

Football 365
(www.football365.com)

• This site covers ten sports in depth
• Includes all the coverage from the newspaper as well as 

blogs, event commentary and mobile content
• The site has an opinionated tone

The Guardian Sport
(sport.guardian.co.uk)

• This site covers ten sports in depth
• Includes all the coverage from the newspaper as well as 

blogs, event commentary and mobile content
• The site has an opinionated tone

The Guardian Sport
(sport.guardian.co.uk)

• An extension of ITV Sports coverage on the web
• Its use of video content is comprehensive

ITV Sport
(www.itv.com/sport)

• An extension of ITV Sports coverage on the web
• Its use of video content is comprehensive

ITV Sport
(www.itv.com/sport)
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Sport: Market Alternatives cont. 

• Covers seven major sports in depth and 4 others in less 
depth; makes good use AV with some archive

• Users are invited to comment, join forums and submit articles
• The tone on the site is humorous
• News is shared with ITN

Virgin Sport
(www.virgin

media.com/sport)

• Covers seven major sports in depth and 4 others in less 
depth; makes good use AV with some archive

• Users are invited to comment, join forums and submit articles
• The tone on the site is humorous
• News is shared with ITN

Virgin Sport
(www.virgin

media.com/sport)

• Covers seven major sports plus Gaelic sports, with good use 
of their own sports journalism

• Provides blogs on all sports
• The site has a surprisingly low level of usage of AV clips

Setanta
(sports.setanta.com)

• Covers seven major sports plus Gaelic sports, with good use 
of their own sports journalism

• Provides blogs on all sports
• The site has a surprisingly low level of usage of AV clips

Setanta
(sports.setanta.com)
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Sport: Comparative Analysis Overview 

 
BBC BBC Sky Sky Sporting Sporting Football Football GuardianGuardian  ITV ITV Virgin Virgin  CricinfoCricinfo SetantaSetantaSportSport SportsSports LifeLife 365 365 SportSport SportSport SportSport

 
Depth of Depth of ContentContent MediumMedium HighHigh HighHigh LowLow HighHigh HighHigh MediumMedium MediumMedium HighHigh 

 Breadth of ContentBreadth of Content HighHigh MediumMedium LowLow MediumMedium LowLow MediumMedium MediumMedium MediumMedium MediumMedium

 
YesYes  AudioAudio YesYes YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo(podcasts)(podcasts) 

Yes. Also Yes. Also Yes. Also Yes. Also  
Type ofType of  includes includes includes includes AVAV YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo YesYes YesYes
contentcontent  Archive Archive ArchiveArchive   availableavailable footage footage footage footage 

 
MobileMobile YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo

 
UGCUGC YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo YesYes NoNo

 
InteractivityInteractivity HighHigh HighHigh LowLow NoneNone MediumMedium LowLow MediumMedium HighHigh MediumMedium

 Yes –Yes –Is there Is there pan-pan- Yes - TVYes - TV  Yes -Yes - Yes -Yes - TV and TV and platform content platform content and and Yes - TVYes - TV NoNo NoNo NoNo Yes - TVYes - TV PrintPrint TVTV web/web/available?available? RadioRadio printprint

 
Quality, range and Quality, range and 
number of number of external external HighHigh NoneNone LowLow LowLow LowLow MediumMedium LowLow NoneNone NoneNone linkslinks

 
Unclear Unclear Site NavigationSite Navigation ClearClear UnclearUnclear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClearin partsin parts 

 Variety of other Variety of other HighHigh HighHigh MediumMedium LowLow MediumMedium MediumMedium LowLow HighHigh MediumMediumtools offeredtools offered

 
GenderGender 65%65% 64%64% 65%65% 78%78% 64%64% 64%64% 64%64% 65%65% 78%78% (% Male)(% Male)

Audience Audience Age Age  58%58% 43%43% 56%56% 66%66% 61%61% 42%42% 57%57% 69%69% 64%64%ProfileProfile (% 35+)(% 35+)

 IncomeIncome 60%60% 55%55% 45%45% 60%60% 55%55% 62%62% 64%64% 45%45% 64%64%(% 30k+)(% 30k+)
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Weather: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• Weather features give contextual information about the environment and aid learning 

(Education and learning)
• The site covers the breadth of the UK at a postcode level (Reflecting the UK’s nations, 

regions and communities)
• It also offers information about a wide range of international locations (World to the UK 

and UK to the world)
Characteristics
• The site feels trustworthy and of high quality, and is efficient at what it does 
• More in depth features challenge users to think about the impact they have on the 

environment

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• BBC Weather provides effective information for its users and 
makes good use of cross-platform BBC content. However other 
sites also offer up to the minute weather forecasts and cross 
media content

• The BBC site is simple to use with a good use of graphics
• Authoritative features give users context to the weather and 

promote learning. Although these features are found elsewhere 
in the market the BBC’s ton and UK focus is somewhat 
distinctive

• Other sites have a greater range of tools and services along with 
basic weather information

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The design is simple and clear, and easier to use than some other sites
• The tone is authoritative and the BBC’s weather information is trusted

• The BBC’s UK and global weather forecasts are comprehensive but not unique; the range 
of information available is not as broad as on other sites 

• The site gives clear, basic information that can be customized to be locally relevant 
• The site has additional features to give context to the weather information, but these are 

available elsewhere
• Similarly, whilst users can upload their photos, this is possible on other sites. Elsewhere 

users can also upload their own videos and participate in weather forums
• Other sites have a wider selection of tools and more innovative features available, for 

example weather forecasts customized for hobbyists and business travellers

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Users of BBC weather are at the younger end of the market, and slightly more female than 
the market alternatives

Editorial Characteristics
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Weather: Market Alternatives 

• BBC Weather provides clear, five day and longer term 
weather forecasts for local areas

• The site is UK focussed but with a broad international scope
• It makes comprehensive use of pan platform content
• It includes features that give the context behind the weather, 

e.g. on seasons and climate change

BBC Weather
(www.bbc.co.uk/

weather)

• BBC Weather provides clear, five day and longer term 
weather forecasts for local areas

• The site is UK focussed but with a broad international scope
• It makes comprehensive use of pan platform content
• It includes features that give the context behind the weather, 

e.g. on seasons and climate change

BBC Weather
(www.bbc.co.uk/

weather)

• A US based site linked to The Weather Channel
• It has a wide range of tools, including live traffic reports and

severe weather warnings to US mobiles
• Users can upload weather related video

Weather.com
(www.weather.com)

• A US based site linked to The Weather Channel
• It has a wide range of tools, including live traffic reports and

severe weather warnings to US mobiles
• Users can upload weather related video

Weather.com
(www.weather.com)

• Weather Outlook provides forecasts and detailed weather 
information for the UK and Europe

• Includes a wide range of charts and models, and access to 
historical weather information

• Users can join forums and upload weather photos
• There is an option to search for a city by weather conditions

Weather Outlook
(www.theweather

outlook.com)

• Weather Outlook provides forecasts and detailed weather 
information for the UK and Europe

• Includes a wide range of charts and models, and access to 
historical weather information

• Users can join forums and upload weather photos
• There is an option to search for a city by weather conditions

Weather Outlook
(www.theweather

outlook.com)

• Provides editorially led UK weather forecasts with a strong 
personality

• There is more emphasis on long range forecasts than on 
other sites

• Includes hobby and business forecasts
• The site has an interactive forecast challenge game

MetCheck
(www.metcheck.com)

• Provides editorially led UK weather forecasts with a strong 
personality

• There is more emphasis on long range forecasts than on 
other sites

• Includes hobby and business forecasts
• The site has an interactive forecast challenge game

MetCheck
(www.metcheck.com)

• A directory of weather from WMO accredited sources
• Contains more in depth coverage of wider meteorological 

issues than on other sites
• There is more emphasis on learning and education than on 

other sites (includes a Virtual Learning Environment)

World 
Meteorological 

Association
(www.wmo.ch)

• A directory of weather from WMO accredited sources
• Contains more in depth coverage of wider meteorological 

issues than on other sites
• There is more emphasis on learning and education than on 

other sites (includes a Virtual Learning Environment)

World 
Meteorological 

Association
(www.wmo.ch)

• Accuweather provides US and global weather information 
• It has unique tools and patented weather forecasting features 

such as “real feel” temperature
• Accuweather forecasts can be syndicated to other sites at no 

cost

Accuweather
(www.

accuweather.com)

• Accuweather provides US and global weather information 
• It has unique tools and patented weather forecasting features 

such as “real feel” temperature
• Accuweather forecasts can be syndicated to other sites at no 

cost

Accuweather
(www.

accuweather.com)
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Weather: Comparative Analysis Overview 

World BBC Weather Weather Accuweather Meteorological MetCheckWeather Channel Outlook Organization

Depth of Content High High High Low High Low

Breadth of Medium High High High Low LowContent
Audio Yes Yes No No No No

AV Yes Yes No No No No

Yes -
Type of Severe 
content Yes (WAP weather 

available Mobile weather alerts on No Yes No Yes
service) your 

phone 
(US)

UGC Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

Interactivity Medium High Medium None None High

Is there pan- Yes - TV platform content Yes - TV No No No Noand Radioavailable?

Quality, range 
and number of Medium Low None Low High None
external links

Site Navigation Clear Clear Clear Unclear Clear Clear

Variety of other Low High High High High Hightools offered

Gender Not 46% 48% 49% Not Available 57%(% male) Available

Audience Age Not 58% 65% 70% Not Available 67%Profile (% 35+) Available

Income  Not 55% 51% 40% Not Available 59%(% 30k+) Available  
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Entertainment: Distinctiveness 

• The tone of the entertainment site is tailored depending on its subject and target audience
• Other sites have a more restricted scope and are therefore more consistent in their tone
• The design and navigation of BBC Entertainment is inconsistent between sections

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• The BBC site’s audience is slightly older and has a slightly higher income than other sites
• It is evenly balanced in terms of gender (Channel 4 is more female, Empire more male)

• BBC Entertainment is an umbrella site for film, comedy and drama content from the BBC. 
Market alternatives tend to be more focused on one of these areas, and may go into 
greater depth 

• Channel 4 entertainment is the only site that covers the same breadth of content
• Other sites invite users to submit their own content. The BBC site is distinctive to the 

extent to which it supports creativity in its users (for example through its New Talent 
initiative)

• Celebdaq and Sportsdaq are among a range of popular, entertaining and innovative 
features

Purposes
• The BBC entertainment site reflects many UK creative industries including film, comedy 

and drama (Stimulating creativity and culture)
• Some features promote informal learning through entertainment – for example Celebdaq

teaches users about the stock market (Education and learning)
Characteristics
• The BBC site engages the user by making content relevant to BBC TV
• A number of its tools (such as Celebdaq) are both innovative and engaging

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC is very distinctive in the way it supports creativity in the 
UK and encourages its users to submit their own content

• The breadth of content covered is considerable. Of the market 
alternatives, only the Channel 4 site has such a wide scope

• However entertainment content is well served by the rest of the 
web

• Greater depth in particular areas is available from more  
focussed sites – for example Empire Online has great depth on 
films

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

Market
Distinctiveness
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Entertainment: Market Alternatives 

• The site has a very wide scope, covering news, programme 
information, interviews, comment, reviews and games about 
drama, comedy, films, books and music

• Users can upload their own films and comedy shorts and take 
part in the New Talent initiative

• Other tools include podcasts and a local entertainment guide

• This website is designed for a young audience interested in 
films, comedy, music, reviews, and current TV shows

• Content is based around Channel 4 TV
• Tools include blogs, podcasts and forums

• The home of Paramount Comedy on the web
• Offers games, interviews with comedians, and TV programme 

information
• Users can submit comedy shorts and other content to the site

• Provides news and gossip on TV, films, music and celebrities
• There are forums available, as well as blogs, games, and a 

“live celeb tracker”

• Primarily a film review site including clips, trailers and blogs; 
also covers books, TV, games and music

• Users are able to join forums, rate and review films and 
submit questions to famous interviewees

• ITV offers information and gossip on TV, films, celebrities and 
music

• Much of the content on the site consists of video clips from 
ITV

BBC Entertainment
(www.bbc.co.uk/
entertainment)

Channel 4
Entertainment

(www. Channel4.com/
entertainment)

Paramount Comedy
(www.paramount

comedy.com)

MSN Entertainment
(entertainment.uk.

msn.com)

Empire Online
(www.

empireonline.com)

ITV Entertainment
(www.itv.com.
entertainment)
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Entertainment: Comparative Audience Overview 

BBC Channel 4 Paramount MSN Empire ITV 
Entertainment entertainment Comedy Entertainment online Entertainment

Depth of Content High Medium High High High Medium

Breadth of High High Low Medium Low MediumContent

Yes -Audio Yes No No No Nopodcast

AV Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes YesType of 
content 

available Mobile Yes No No No No Yes

UGC Yes No Yes No No No

Interactivity High Low High Medium High Medium

Yes -
Is there pan- Extensive Yes- TV and platform content Yes - TV Yes - TV No No sharing of Radioavailable? content 

with TV

Quality, range and 
number of external Medium None Low None None Low

links

Site Navigation Clear Clear Clear Clear Average Average

Variety of other High High Medium High High Mediumtools offered

Gender Not Not (% 51% 41% 51% 69%Available Availablemale)
Audience Age (% Not Not 57% 47% 50% 66%Profile 35+) Available Available

Income  Not Not Not (% 44% 39% 43%Available Available Available30k+)
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Schools and Revision: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The sites provide valued learning resources for children, young people, parents and 

teachers (Education and learning)
• The creative forum of Blast inspires and motivates young people from 12-19 to develop 

their creative talent (Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• The BBC’s formal learning output is generally very high quality
• Interactive features, content and revision guides are all designed to challenge users
• The BBC has always been an innovator in promoting learning through entertainment

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC sites offer high quality, trusted content for teachers and 
young people in formal education

• This content is integral to the BBC’s purpose to support 
education and learning

• No other market alternative has such as broad scope as the BCB 
formal learning offering – encompassing BBC Schools, BBC 
Bitesize and BBC Blast

• Market alternatives tend to be explicitly linked to the school 
curriculum and focus on mainstream subject areas

• The content is most distinctive in more minority subject areas 
and where it is less directly linked to the curriculum

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The tone is authoritative and friendly, and tailored to a specific target age group. This is 
also true of most of the market alternatives, except those designed for teachers

• Each part of the site is designed to appeal to children of particular ages. Overall quality is 
a bit variable. In some cases the market alternatives seem more modern and fun

• Other revision and schools services are available in the market. The BBC is distinctive in 
the range of content, including content designed for children with special needs, that it 
offers free at the point of use

• Much of the content is highly entertaining and well designed
• The BBC makes good use of its TV learning resources (the Learning Zone). However 

Channel 4 integrates its TV talent and brands more comprehensively into its learning site
• These sites are designed primarily for students to use at home. This is distinctive in the 

market. There are some not-for-profit sites that have the same objective but these do not 
have the scope or high quality execution of the BBC provision

• The majority of commercial provision is aimed at teachers and intended for use in schools. 
The BBC site also has tailored sections for teachers providing worksheets and lesson 
plans

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• There are severe limitations in collecting demographic data for sites aimed at a youth 
audience, and the data for the BBC Schools site should be looked at carefully given 
children are often surfing alongside their parents or at school (where usage is not tracked)

• Demographic profile data for the market alternatives was not available in this case 

Market
Distinctiveness

• The tone is authoritative and friendly, and tailored to a specific target age group. This is 
also true of most of the market alternatives, except those designed for teachers

• Each part of the site is designed to appeal to children of particular ages, and overall quality 
of design can be variable. 

• Some market alternatives place more emphasis on modern, entertaining presentation

Editorial Characteristics
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Schools and Revision: Market Alternatives 

• Bitesize and Schools Online provide targeted resources for 
children and teachers, adapted to meet the varying curricula 
of the nations

• Blast is designed to stimulate creativity in young people

BBC Schools, BBC 
Bitesize, BBC Blast
(bbc.co.uk/schools)

• Bitesize and Schools Online provide targeted resources for 
children and teachers, adapted to meet the varying curricula 
of the nations

• Blast is designed to stimulate creativity in young people

BBC Schools, BBC 
Bitesize, BBC Blast
(bbc.co.uk/schools)

• Content is created by teachers for teachers
• Includes free lesson plans, activity ideas and worksheets 
• This site is hosted by RM (an ICT supplier to schools) and 

has some advertising, but is primarily not for profit

Primary Resources
(primaryresources.

co.uk)

• Content is created by teachers for teachers
• Includes free lesson plans, activity ideas and worksheets 
• This site is hosted by RM (an ICT supplier to schools) and 

has some advertising, but is primarily not for profit

Primary Resources
(primaryresources.

co.uk)

• A subscription learning service with strong curriculum links for
primary school children. A secondary school service is also 
available but this is undergoing extensive development 

• Primarily designed for school use but home subscriptions are 
also available

Espresso
(www.espresso.co.uk)

• A subscription learning service with strong curriculum links for
primary school children. A secondary school service is also 
available but this is undergoing extensive development 

• Primarily designed for school use but home subscriptions are 
also available

Espresso
(www.espresso.co.uk)

• A commercial site, originally conceived by teachers, which 
provides free GCSE and A level revision resources

• The site also has careers advice and tips on student living

S-Cool
(www.s-cool.co.uk)

• A commercial site, originally conceived by teachers, which 
provides free GCSE and A level revision resources

• The site also has careers advice and tips on student living

S-Cool
(www.s-cool.co.uk)

• Grid Club is a games based service for 6-12s to help them 
perform better at school 

• Contains over 500 games relevant to the curriculum
• Its focus is on learning through entertainment

Grid Club
(www.gridclub.com)

• Grid Club is a games based service for 6-12s to help them 
perform better at school 

• Contains over 500 games relevant to the curriculum
• Its focus is on learning through entertainment

Grid Club
(www.gridclub.com)

• Includes interactive games, TV resources and activities for 
use in the home and the classroom

• Designed for Primary and Secondary school ages

Channel 4 Learning
(channel4.com/

learning)

• Includes interactive games, TV resources and activities for 
use in the home and the classroom

• Designed for Primary and Secondary school ages

Channel 4 Learning
(channel4.com/

learning)
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Schools and Revision: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Schools, 
Bitesize & 

Blast

Depth of Content High

Breadth of Content High

Audio Yes

AV Yes
Type of 

Mobile Yescontent 
available

UGC Yes

Interactivity Medium

Is there pan-platform Yes - TVcontent available?

Quality, range and Mediumnumber of external links

Site Navigation Clear

Variety of other tools Highoffered

Gender (% 30%male)

Audience Age (% 35+) 49%Profile*

Income (% 44%30k+)

Primary 
Resources

Low

Medium

No

No

No

Yes (the site is 
run by 

teachers)

None

No

Medium

Variable

Medium

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Espresso

High

Medium

No

Yes

Yes

No

Low

No

Low

Clear

High

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

S-cool

Medium

Medium

No

No

No

Yes

Medium

No

High

Medium

None

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Channel 4 Grid Club Learning

Low Medium

High Medium

No No

No Yes

No No

No No

None Medium

No Yes - TV

None Low

Clear Variable

Low n/a

Not Not 
Available Available

Not Not 
Available Available

Not Not 
Available Available

BBC 

* See Data Limitations (Section 1.3)  
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Adult Learning: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• This site is central to the BBC’s mission to promote and stimulate lifelong learning in the 

UK (Education and learning)
• Each of the UK’s nations have dedicated learning portals (Reflecting the UK’s nations, 

regions and communities)
• Top tips and master classes teach users to do new things (Stimulating creativity and 

culture)
• The language offering helps people understand different cultures (World to the UK and UK 

to the world)
Characteristics
• Addressing skill gaps later in life is extremely challenging
• BBC talent and programme brands are an excellent way of engaging adult learners 

reading, writing and languages, especially those from less advantaged backgrounds who 
may have missed out at school

• The site is high quality in terms of its output

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC site is very distinctive in its approach to skills learning. 
The only comparator site covering adult skills is LearnDirect, 
which does not have the depth of the BBC offering. Other adult 
learning sites tend to have very different aims – approaching 
learning at a much higher level (for example, offering tertiary 
qualifications) or offering broader, general interest content

• Nowhere else in the market is this quality of structured learning 
content designed for adults available without charge

• The BBC sites emphasis on engaging disenfranchised groups is 
unique, and is central to the BBC’s purpose to promote education 
and learning

• The cross promotional power of BBC TV and radio resources to 
help inspire learners of all ages is very significant, and it is also 
distinctive in its access to the BBC’s archive of TV and Radio 
learning resources

• Innovations in delivery of content are more significant elsewhere

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The tone is accessible and not patronizing. It does not assume any prior knowledge
• Navigation is simple, and accessing specific subject material is quick to do
• The design of the site is inconsistent between sections and subject areas
• Some content feels a bit out of date

• The BBC site’s depth and breadth of content is very good around basic skills. LearnDirect
also offers skills learning material, but the BBC has greater depth and more innovative 
delivery

• Other adult learning sites (such as the Open University) have different learning objectives 
(that are not skills-based) and in this capacity offer a broader range of topics at a higher 
level

• Free content of this quality is very distinctive. Many of the market alternatives offering 
structured learning solutions must be paid for. These are much less attractive to 
disenfranchised or lower income audiences

• The range of services offered is good, including video content. However some adult 
learning sites are more innovative in their delivery of content e.g. through web casts, Virtual 
Learning Environments, and interactive forums

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• The profile of BBC Learning’s audience is not available through NetRatings

Market
Distinctiveness
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Adult Learning: Market Alternatives 

• This is a site for adults who want to learn basic skills, 
including reading, writing, maths, ICT and languages

• It is focused on developing basic skills and does not aim to 
give very in depth information for people who have prior 
knowledge or education

BBC Formal 
Learning

(bbc.co.uk/learning)

• This is a site for adults who want to learn basic skills, 
including reading, writing, maths, ICT and languages

• It is focused on developing basic skills and does not aim to 
give very in depth information for people who have prior 
knowledge or education

BBC Formal 
Learning

(bbc.co.uk/learning)

• The homepage of those studying with the Open University, 
and a free resource for all Higher Education learners

• Open Learn offers a range of free resources (available to all) 
with content from courses and other features 

• Makes very innovative use of the potential of the web for 
distance learning, e.g. through its virtual learning environment

The Open University
(open.ac.uk/openlearn)

• The homepage of those studying with the Open University, 
and a free resource for all Higher Education learners

• Open Learn offers a range of free resources (available to all) 
with content from courses and other features 

• Makes very innovative use of the potential of the web for 
distance learning, e.g. through its virtual learning environment

The Open University
(open.ac.uk/openlearn)

• Learn Direct is a directory of adult learning courses together 
with advice about studying later in life

• Most content is paid for, and covers basic skills and those 
required to improve employability

• It is the largest e-network of its kind

Learn Direct
(learndirect.co.uk)

• Learn Direct is a directory of adult learning courses together 
with advice about studying later in life

• Most content is paid for, and covers basic skills and those 
required to improve employability

• It is the largest e-network of its kind

Learn Direct
(learndirect.co.uk)

• The British Library’s website offers resources for teachers and 
learners of all ages

• Includes a catalogue of resources from the British Library, 
many of which are available online

• Features interactive tools such as ‘virtual manuscripts’

The British Library
(www.bl.uk)

• The British Library’s website offers resources for teachers and 
learners of all ages

• Includes a catalogue of resources from the British Library, 
many of which are available online

• Features interactive tools such as ‘virtual manuscripts’

The British Library
(www.bl.uk)

• MSN Encarta is an online encyclopedia, dictionary and atlas
• Basic content is free but more in depth resources must be 

paid for

MSN Encarta
(encarta.msn.com)

• MSN Encarta is an online encyclopedia, dictionary and atlas
• Basic content is free but more in depth resources must be 

paid for

MSN Encarta
(encarta.msn.com)

• The home of the British Council online, whose stated aim is to 
build educational and cultural and educational partnerships 
between the UK and other countries

• Actual learning content is limited. Most of the site gives 
information about studying in the UK (for those from abroad) 
and available courses

The British Council
(www. 

britishcouncil.org/
learning)

• The home of the British Council online, whose stated aim is to 
build educational and cultural and educational partnerships 
between the UK and other countries

• Actual learning content is limited. Most of the site gives 
information about studying in the UK (for those from abroad) 
and available courses

The British Council
(www. 

britishcouncil.org/
learning)
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Adult Learning: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Open Learn The British MSN British BBC  Learning University Direct Library Encarta Council

Depth of Content Medium High High Medium Low Low

Breadth of Content High High Low Low High Low

Audio Yes Yes No No No No

AV Yes Yes Yes No No No

Mobile No No No No No NoType of 
content 

Links to other available
parts of the 

UGC BBC website Yes No No No No
where UGC can 
be showcased

Interactivity Low high None None Low None

Yes - BBC TV Much of the 
resources, Yes - Yes - British 

programmes content content Museum’s Is there pan-platform and from from catalogue No Nocontent available? personalities offline offline has been 
are integrated courses courses transferred 
into the service online

Quality, range and 
number of external High None None None Low Medium

links

Site Navigation Clear Unclear Clear Clear Variable Clear

Variety of other tools High Very High Medium Medium n/a Lowoffered

Gender (% Not Not Available 37% 61% 51% 49%male) Available

Audience Age (% Not Not Available 65% 84% 63% 75%Profile 35+) Available

Income (% Not Not Available 52% 47% 37% 26%30k+) Available  
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Nations and Regions: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• These sites play a unique role in representing the UK at a local level (Reflecting the UK’s 

nations, regions and communities)
• Video diaries and local reporters stimulate creativity within the community (Stimulating 

creativity and culture)
• The news service engages users with democracy in their community (Citizenship)
Characteristics
• The sites are well designed and of high quality

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The sites are impartial and authoritative and act as a trusted guide to local events
• The sites are simple, clear to navigate, and consistent
• The video and audio features are less integrated in terms of design than on other sites
• Archive features are very distinctive

• The BBC sites offer news, sport, weather and travel information for specific areas. This 
type of content is available elsewhere in the market, but the BBC has a uniquely impartial 
tone and is free from the commercial interests that dominate much of the rest of the 
market

• Good use is made of the BBC’s local news network – no other provider covers the whole 
of the UK so comprehensively (Where I Live is the umbrella for 61 individual sites), as well 
as covering local events, politics and social issues.

• Each of the Nations has a dedicated homepage, and minority languages are very well 
represented

• The sites make good use of cross platform content from local TV and Radio. However, ITV 
Local’s video content is more comprehensive

• User-generated content is broad in scope, including pictures, articles and videos. Market 
alternatives also feature UGC but it tends not to be on such a broad scale

• Some listings features (e.g. cinema search, events coverage and reviews) overlap 
significantly with commercial providers, such as local newspapers and directory sites

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• The BBC sites have a more male profile than market alternatives (except the Scotsman)
• Users are average in terms of age and income compared to market alternatives

Market
Distinctiveness

• The Where I Live and Nations sites deliver a number of the 
BBC’s purposes very strongly by reflecting the UK’s diverse 
communities, and engaging people with the democratic process 
at a national and regional level 

• Each of the Nations has its own dedicated portal and minority 
languages are well represented

• They are distinctive in the market by being free of commercial 
interests. Many of the market alternatives carry a lot of classified 
advertising or serve as a directory of local services

• The BBC’s impartial tone and journalistic approach is distinctive. 
However much of the content is close to that provided by local 
newspaper sites

• ITV local makes better use of video content 

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The Where I Live and Nations sites deliver a number of the 
BBC’s purposes very strongly by reflecting the UK’s diverse 
communities, and engaging people with the democratic process 
at a national and regional level 

• Each of the Nations has its own dedicated portal and minority 
languages are well represented

• They are distinctive in the market by being free of commercial 
interests. Many of the market alternatives carry a lot of classified 
advertising or serve as a directory of local services

• The BBC’s impartial tone and journalistic approach is distinctive. 
However much of the content is close to that provided by local 
newspaper sites

• ITV local makes better use of video content 

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness
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Nations and Regions: Market Alternatives 

• These BBC sites provide local news and information with a 
strong community feel

• The scope of the network is unique (covering 61 regions in 
total, with dedicated news sites for each of the Nations)

• There are strong links to BBC local Radio and TV, including 
clips of current and archive programming

BBC Scotland, 
England, Wales, 
Northern Ireland 
and Where I Live
(www.bbc.co.uk/

whereilive)

• These BBC sites provide local news and information with a 
strong community feel

• The scope of the network is unique (covering 61 regions in 
total, with dedicated news sites for each of the Nations)

• There are strong links to BBC local Radio and TV, including 
clips of current and archive programming

BBC Scotland, 
England, Wales, 
Northern Ireland 
and Where I Live
(www.bbc.co.uk/

whereilive)

• ITV Local is a network of eleven sites that correspond to the 
ITV regions

• The site is based around video content from ITV local news, 
UGC, and short films from local film makers

• Includes a wide range of commercial services (classifieds, 
dating etc)

ITV Local
(www.itvlocal.com)

• ITV Local is a network of eleven sites that correspond to the 
ITV regions

• The site is based around video content from ITV local news, 
UGC, and short films from local film makers

• Includes a wide range of commercial services (classifieds, 
dating etc)

ITV Local
(www.itvlocal.com)

• MyVillage is a directory of services, events and entertainment 
in specific cities

• Covers 24 UK cities
• Editorial content is limited (beyond reviews etc)

My Village
(www.myvillage.com)

• MyVillage is a directory of services, events and entertainment 
in specific cities

• Covers 24 UK cities
• Editorial content is limited (beyond reviews etc)

My Village
(www.myvillage.com)

• The home of The Scotsman online, including news and 
lifestyle features for Scotland. There is no audio or video 
content

• There is no coverage beyond Scotland, but classified 
advertising networks link to the rest of the Johnston Press 
portfolio of sites (JobsToday, MotorsToday etc)

The Scotsman
(www.scotsman.com)

• The home of The Scotsman online, including news and 
lifestyle features for Scotland. There is no audio or video 
content

• There is no coverage beyond Scotland, but classified 
advertising networks link to the rest of the Johnston Press 
portfolio of sites (JobsToday, MotorsToday etc)

The Scotsman
(www.scotsman.com)

• One example of the “This is” series of sites, it includes news, 
events and classified ads for the Leicestershire area - "at the 
heart of all things local“

• The site is part of the Northcliffe network of newspaper sites
• Includes content from the paper and unique online features 

such as podcasts

This is 
Leicestershire

(www.thisis
leicestershire.co.uk)

• One example of the “This is” series of sites, it includes news, 
events and classified ads for the Leicestershire area - "at the 
heart of all things local“

• The site is part of the Northcliffe network of newspaper sites
• Includes content from the paper and unique online features 

such as podcasts

This is 
Leicestershire

(www.thisis
leicestershire.co.uk)

• Provides local information by postcode – including property 
prices, information about local schools and crime rates, and 
council tax rates

• It has a young and entertaining tone

Up My Street
(www.upmystreet.com)

• Provides local information by postcode – including property 
prices, information about local schools and crime rates, and 
council tax rates

• It has a young and entertaining tone

Up My Street
(www.upmystreet.com)
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Nations and Regions: Comparative Analysis Overview 

BBC nations and The This is Up myITV Local My Villageregions Scotsman Leicestershire Street

Depth of Content High Medium Low High High Low

Breadth of High Medium High Low Low MediumContent

Yes (Including 
Audio archive No No No Yes - podcasts No

programming)

Yes - very Yes (Including extensive AV archive No No No Nouse of Type of programming) videocontent 
available

Mobile Yes No No No Yes No

Yes - Yes -
communities, Yes - reader message boards, UGC Viewer Limited recomme No Limitedupload your 

Videos ndations, articles / photos / 
videos photos

Interactivity Medium Low Low Low low Low

Yes -Is there pan- Yes - TV and From ITV Yes -platform content No Yes - Print NoRadio regional Printavailable? news

Quality, range 
and number of Medium Low Low Low High Low
external links

Site Navigation Very clear Very clear Clear Clear Clear Clear

Variety of other High High Low Medium Low Lowtools offered`

Gender 52% 43% 31% 59% 35% 33%(% male)

Audience Age(% 66% 77% 46% 76% 69% 59%Profile 35+)

Income 53% 36% 73% 53% 55% 55%(% 30k+)  
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Radio: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC radio site supports a range of the BBC’s purposes through its links with BBC 

radio content. For example:
• The BBC Radio 1 site encourage users to make and submit music (Stimulating 

creativity and culture)
• The BBC Radio 4 site informs the user about public issues and politics, and 

encourages discussion on drama, music etc (Citizenship; Stimulating creativity 
and culture)

• The majority of content is shared with BBC Radio stations
Characteristics
• The BBC Radio sites offer challenging and engaging material of a very high quality

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC Radio site showcases a massive range of BBC Radio 
content and in doing so supports the BBC’s purposes

• The range of BBC radio stations means there is content targeted 
at a very broad demographic, with a breadth and depth not found 
elsewhere

• The design and navigation is also clearer and more coherent 
than elsewhere

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The editorial tone is tailored to the subject matter and target demographics of the content
• The BBC sites are clear, consistent and easy to navigate. Other sites are generally less 

coherent
• The external links on the BBC sites are useful and relevant; commercial stations rarely 

use external links

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• The BBC Radio site covers a wide range of stations. 
• Overall the audience profile is older than for other sites, and average for income and 

gender

• The BBC Radio sites overlap and link together to produce an amazing depth and breadth 
of content. Market alternatives are much more limited in the depth and breadth of content 
they offer and are generally focused on a single genre 

• The site showcases BBC radio content and uses this material as a starting point for 
discussions and interactivity. However unique editorial content is fairly limited here and 
elsewhere in the market

• The BBC Radio sites have less video than other sites, which feature many more music 
videos
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Radio: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC radio site features content from ten BBC national radio 
stations, including schedules, and in-depth information about 
music and other cultural interests

• Tools include webcam links, games, podcasts, listen live, listen
again and listen by genre

• The site allows users to contact DJs, make and submit music, and
join forums

BBC Radio
(www.bbc.co.uk/

radio)

• The BBC radio site features content from ten BBC national radio 
stations, including schedules, and in-depth information about 
music and other cultural interests

• Tools include webcam links, games, podcasts, listen live, listen
again and listen by genre

• The site allows users to contact DJs, make and submit music, and
join forums

BBC Radio
(www.bbc.co.uk/

radio)

• The home of Virgin radio online, including information about radio 
programmes, schedules, music news and gossip, and music video 
clips

• Tools include webcam links, podcasts and listen live and again
• Users are able to create their own blogs, send in photos and join 

forums

Virgin Radio
(www.virginradio.co.uk)

• The home of Virgin radio online, including information about radio 
programmes, schedules, music news and gossip, and music video 
clips

• Tools include webcam links, podcasts and listen live and again
• Users are able to create their own blogs, send in photos and join 

forums

Virgin Radio
(www.virginradio.co.uk)

• This site is associated with TalkSport Radio which provides 
focussed sports news and comment

• Tools include listen live and again and blogs
• Users are able to contact DJs and join forums

Talk Sport
(www1.talksport.net)

• This site is associated with TalkSport Radio which provides 
focussed sports news and comment

• Tools include listen live and again and blogs
• Users are able to contact DJs and join forums

Talk Sport
(www1.talksport.net)

• Xfm’s online presence provides schedules, UK indie, pop and rock 
music news, interviews, and video content

• Tools include listen live and again and blogs
• Users are able to personalise their radio schedule, and upload 

tracks and photos

Xfm
(www.xfm.co.uk)

• Xfm’s online presence provides schedules, UK indie, pop and rock 
music news, interviews, and video content

• Tools include listen live and again and blogs
• Users are able to personalise their radio schedule, and upload 

tracks and photos

Xfm
(www.xfm.co.uk)

• This site provides schedules for Classic FM and information about 
the relevant genres of music and associated topics

• Tools include listen live and again, blogs, and games
• Users are able to rate music and contact DJs

Classic FM
(www.classicfm.com)

• This site provides schedules for Classic FM and information about 
the relevant genres of music and associated topics

• Tools include listen live and again, blogs, and games
• Users are able to rate music and contact DJs

Classic FM
(www.classicfm.com)

• Channel 4 Radio is not yet  broadcast live. The  web is the only
way to access the audio and other content 

• Programmes can be selected to create a playlist from music, 
documentaries and comedy)

• Programme brands and content are shared with the Channel 4 TV 
portfolio

Channel 4 Radio
(www.channel4radio.com)

• Channel 4 Radio is not yet  broadcast live. The  web is the only
way to access the audio and other content 

• Programmes can be selected to create a playlist from music, 
documentaries and comedy)

• Programme brands and content are shared with the Channel 4 TV 
portfolio

Channel 4 Radio
(www.channel4radio.com)
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Radio: Comparative Audience Overview 

BBC Virgin Talk Channel 4 X fm Classic FMRadio Radio Sport Radio

Depth of Content High Medium Low High Low Medium

Breadth of Content High Low Low Low Low Low

Audio Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Type of AV Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
content 

available Mobile Yes No No No No No

UGC Yes Yes No Yes No No

Interactivity High Medium Medium High Low Medium

Yes -Yes - Yes, but Radio, radio radio Yes, but News from Is there pan- content content is radio external Yes - TV platform content is fully No far less content is sites, and Radioavailable? integrate integrated far less videos d into than integratedfrom You the site elsewhereTube

Quality, range and 
number of external High Medium Low Low None None

links

Site Navigation Clear Clear Clear Unclear Clear Clear

Variety of other High High Medium Medium High Mediumtools offered

Gender Not (% 56% 63% 76% 44% 47% Availablemale)

Audience Age (% Not 60% 40% 34% 52% 76%Profile 35+) Available

Income Not (% 52% 35% 57% 57% 48% Available30k+)
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Music: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC Music website promotes education and learning by providing information about 

all types of music and musical careers (Education and learning)
• Much of the music covered on the BBC site does not originate in the UK (World to the UK 

and the UK to the world)
• Some of the music information on BBC Music relates to our own cultural history and 

development (Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• The BBC site contains high quality information which challenges the musical tastes if its 

user
• It makes good use of interactive content to engage users

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC site has an educational and informative approach to a 
wide variety of music that is distinctive in the market

• The depth of content offered by the BBC is lower than elsewhere,
although it has good breadth

• The music site acts primarily as a  directory of music information 
to be found on the BBC, and its unique content is more limited 
than elsewhere

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• BBC Music is the only one of the sites to adopt an educational tone for its editorial content
• The BBC site is not as visually exciting as the other sites, which are based on music 

videos, news and gossip

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• The music site is at the older, lower income end of the market
• It is male skewed. Of the market alternatives only Channel 4 has a clear female skew

• The music site does not in itself have a great depth of content. It acts as a comprehensive 
directory of the vast quantity of music information available elsewhere on bbc.co.uk (often 
linked to its radio stations)

• The BBC site has a very different approach to the other sites which are generally 
concerned with a much narrower range of genres

• Market alternatives have a wider range of tools and interactive features
• The learning section for children and parents is very distinctive
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Music: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC Music site provides information, reviews and 
interviews for twelve music genres

• The site serves as a directory for more in-depth content within 
bbc.co.uk; the unique content is more limited than elsewhere

• AOL Music is a US site offering pop music news, gossip, 
reviews, photos and video

• The content is linked to AOL Radio 
• Tools include podcasts, games and a free MP3 every day

• Yahoo Music is a US site offering pop/rock music news, 
gossip, reviews, photos and video

• Users are able to comment on blogs, and vote on new music

• You Tube is a video sharing website, including music videos, 
both professional and user generated

• There is a new music section that allows the user to rate 
music uploaded by users

• Channel 4 Music offers UK pop/rock music news, gossip, 
reviews, photos and video

• Encourages users to contribute video and photos within a 
band profile at 4unsigned

• Also, users can join forums and upload photos

• The website of the famous UK indie magazine contains music 
news, interviews, videos, and new talent

• Users are able to upload their own music videos, audio and 
band photos

• The magazine archive is available to browse

BBC Music
(www.bbc.co.uk/

music)

AOL Music
(music.aol.com)

Yahoo Music
(new.music.yahoo.com)

YouTube
(www.youtube.com)

Channel 4 Music
(www. channel4.com/

music)

NME
(www.NME.com)

• The BBC Music site provides information, reviews and 
interviews for twelve music genres

• The site serves as a directory for more in-depth content within 
bbc.co.uk; the unique content is more limited than elsewhere

• AOL Music is a US site offering pop music news, gossip, 
reviews, photos and video

• The content is linked to AOL Radio 
• Tools include podcasts, games and a free MP3 every day

• Yahoo Music is a US site offering pop/rock music news, 
gossip, reviews, photos and video

• Users are able to comment on blogs, and vote on new music

• You Tube is a video sharing website, including music videos, 
both professional and user generated

• There is a new music section that allows the user to rate 
music uploaded by users

• Channel 4 Music offers UK pop/rock music news, gossip, 
reviews, photos and video

• Encourages users to contribute video and photos within a 
band profile at 4unsigned

• Also, users can join forums and upload photos

• The website of the famous UK indie magazine contains music 
news, interviews, videos, and new talent

• Users are able to upload their own music videos, audio and 
band photos

• The magazine archive is available to browse

BBC Music
(www.bbc.co.uk/

music)

AOL Music
(music.aol.com)

Yahoo Music
(new.music.yahoo.com)

YouTube
(www.youtube.com)

Channel 4 Music
(www. channel4.com/

music)

NME
(www.NME.com)
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Music: Comparative Audience Overview 

 p
AOL Yahoo Channel 4 BBC Music You Tube NMEMusic Music Music

Depth of Content Low High Medium Low Medium High

Breadth of High Medium Medium High Medium LowContent

Yes, linked 
Audio to radio Yes No No No Yes

sites

Yes but 
very little Type of 

on /music, content AV Yes Yes Yes Yes Yesmore via available
links to 

radio sites

Mobile Yes No No No No Yes

UGC No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Interactivity Low Medium Medium High High High

No-
Yes - TV although Is there pan- and much of the platform content No No Yes - TV Yes - Printespecially content is available? radio taken from 

TV and film

Quality, range and 
number of High Medium None None None Low

external links

Site Navigation Clear Clear Unclear Clear Average Clear

Variety of other High High High Low Medium Hightools offered

 

Gender 
(% 53% 56% 56% 54% 38% 49%

male)
Age (% Audience 59% 59% 57% 45% 49% 50%35+)Profile
Income 

(% 39% 44% 45% 48% 46% 46%
30k+)  
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Food: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The site helps users to learn how to cook (particularly through the Get Cooking 

application) and is informative on related public health issues (Education and learning)

Characteristics
• BBC Food provides high quality content in an engaging manner

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC food site is based around the provision of recipes, 
which are provided similarly by the market

• Market alternatives tend to have more interactive options, a 
larger amount of UGC and a greater range of recipes than BBC 
Food

• BBC Food offers context around food matters, but this approach 
is also taken by several market alternatives, including BBC Good
Food, also offer this

• The site is clearer to navigate and more aesthetically attractive 
than market alternatives

• The site promotes informal learning and engages its audience 
with cooking and wider health issues

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• BBC Food has intuitive navigation which is clearer than the alternatives
• The colour-coded sections give each component a unique look and feel
• The site is visually consistent, uncluttered and easy to read
• The tone used is independent and friendly. The BBC is a trusted voice on nutrition and 

health matters

• BBC Food offers a recipe database and video master classes hosted by BBC talent (“Get 
Cooking”). However, recipe databases are similarly provided by the commercial market, 
and many sites offer video content made by cooking experts (for example UKTV Food)

• The site uses food topics to educate users about nutrition and healthy living. Again, this is 
not unique

• The site has a message board, but overall user-generated content is relatively limited. In 
contrast, other sites allow users to upload their own recipes 

• This is the only site to deliver recipes to mobile phones

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• The online food market skews female across the board
• Relative to other sites, BBC food is average in terms of age, gender and income
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Food: Mark Alternatives 

• BBC Food offers sits within the BBC Lifestyle portfolio, and 
offers an extensive range of recipes, AV masterclasses, food 
news and advice, and education about food issues

• Tools include a recipe binder, conversion calculators, 
competitions, and a food events calendar

BBC Food
(www.bbc.co.uk/

food)

• BBC Food offers sits within the BBC Lifestyle portfolio, and 
offers an extensive range of recipes, AV masterclasses, food 
news and advice, and education about food issues

• Tools include a recipe binder, conversion calculators, 
competitions, and a food events calendar

BBC Food
(www.bbc.co.uk/

food)

• Delia Online has an extensive range of recipes, masterclasses
and food advice

• Many recipes have to be paid for. The site is also ad-supported 
and has a shopping section

• Interactivity includes uploading recipes, and forums

Delia Online
(www.deliaonline.

com)

• Delia Online has an extensive range of recipes, masterclasses
and food advice

• Many recipes have to be paid for. The site is also ad-supported 
and has a shopping section

• Interactivity includes uploading recipes, and forums

Delia Online
(www.deliaonline.

com)

• Cooks.com is an ad supported recipe directory
• The site also covers health information
• Interactivity includes submitting recipes and  chatting on forums

Cooks.com
(www.cooks.com)

• Cooks.com is an ad supported recipe directory
• The site also covers health information
• Interactivity includes submitting recipes and  chatting on forums

Cooks.com
(www.cooks.com)

• This is a US site with over 40,000 recipes, plus cooking tips, 
including some via video

• Interactivity is extensive – review and upload recipes, create a 
profile with photo

• The site is ad-supported and has a shopping section

All Recipes
(allrecipes.com)

• This is a US site with over 40,000 recipes, plus cooking tips, 
including some via video

• Interactivity is extensive – review and upload recipes, create a 
profile with photo

• The site is ad-supported and has a shopping section

All Recipes
(allrecipes.com)

• Offers recipes, broader food and  wine information, and cooking 
tips, some via video

• It shares content with the Good Food magazine
• Users can submit questions and  recipes
• The site is ad-supported and  has a shopping section

BBC Good Food
(www.bbcgoodfood.

com)

• Offers recipes, broader food and  wine information, and cooking 
tips, some via video

• It shares content with the Good Food magazine
• Users can submit questions and  recipes
• The site is ad-supported and  has a shopping section

BBC Good Food
(www.bbcgoodfood.

com)

• Provides an extensive range of recipes, food information and 
cooking tips, content is shared with the TV channel

• Features video master classes with TV chefs
• Interactive content includes forums, reviews of recipes and local 

shop suggestions
• The site is ad-supported and  has a shopping section

UKTV Food
(uktv.co.uk/food)

• Provides an extensive range of recipes, food information and 
cooking tips, content is shared with the TV channel

• Features video master classes with TV chefs
• Interactive content includes forums, reviews of recipes and local 

shop suggestions
• The site is ad-supported and  has a shopping section

UKTV Food
(uktv.co.uk/food)
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Food: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Cooks.co All UKTV BBC Good BBC Food Delia Online m Recipes Food Food

Depth of Content Medium Low Medium Low Medium High

Breadth of Content Medium Low Medium High High High

Text Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Audio No No No No No Yes

Type of AV Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
content 

Mobile Yes No No No No Noavailable

User 
Generated No Yes Yes Yes No Yes

content

Interactivity Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Is there pan- Yes - Yes -platform content Yes - TV No No No TV Magazineavailable?

Quality, range and 
number of external High Low No Medium No Medium

links

Site Navigation Clear Unclear Average Clear Average Clear

Variety of other Medium Low Low High Low Hightools offered

Gender (% 47% 46% 48% 47% 46% 43%male)

Audience Age (% 65% 65% 59% 60% 68% 68%Profile 35+)

Income (% 56% 57% 55% 54% 55% 57%30k+)
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Health: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The site provides information related to health, illness and healthy living (Education and 

learning)
• The message boards allow users to engage as citizens and express their views about UK 

health provision (Citizenship)
Characteristics
• This site is high quality and engaging in the way it covers health topics
• Some of the subjects have the power to challenge readers over the way they think about 

health

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• BBC Health plays an important role in promoting both the formal 
and informal learning aspects of health and healthy living 

• Much of the information supplied is similarly available elsewhere 
on the web. Other sites also have greater depth and breadth

• The BBC’s independence and trusted voice is very valuable in 
this emotive area, although there are other impartial voices in the 
market (for example NHS Direct)

• The mobile service and interactive features (for example within 
the first aid course) are distinctive 

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The BBC tone is accessible and friendly. It gives weight to both professional opinion and 
consumer concerns

• This is an area where the BBC’s independence and impartiality are highly valued. 
However, government sites are also authoritative and free from commercial interests

• The navigation is intuitive 
• Site design is clearer with greater use of colour than some alternatives

• The breadth and depth of content is good, but does not go as far, or into as much detail, as 
some other sites

• The structured learning content, for example around first aid, is not found elsewhere
• Both the BBC and its market alternatives have video content, but mobile content is only 

available from the BBC
• BBC Health’s fully moderated message boards are distinctive and reinforce the feeling of 

trust and authority within the site
• So too do carefully chosen external links, although these are also found in market 

alternatives 

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Most of the sites we looked at (including BBC Health) have a significant female skew
• The site is older than most of the market alternatives, and average in terms of income
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Health: Market Alternatives 

• BBC Health has comprehensive information about health, 
illness and healthy living

• Includes mobile services and links to relevant content on TV 
and Radio as well as links to top health news stories 
elsewhere on bbc.co.uk

• The message boards are fully pre-moderated

BBC Health
(www.bbc.co.uk/

health)

• BBC Health has comprehensive information about health, 
illness and healthy living

• Includes mobile services and links to relevant content on TV 
and Radio as well as links to top health news stories 
elsewhere on bbc.co.uk

• The message boards are fully pre-moderated

BBC Health
(www.bbc.co.uk/

health)

• Net Doctor gives detailed information around conditions and 
treatment options

• It is more focussed on illness and disease than other sites, 
with less mention of health or healthy living

Net Doctor
(www.netdoctor.

co.uk)

• Net Doctor gives detailed information around conditions and 
treatment options

• It is more focussed on illness and disease than other sites, 
with less mention of health or healthy living

Net Doctor
(www.netdoctor.

co.uk)

• Offers impartial information on health and illness from the 
National Health Service, including video pieces from health 
professionals

• There is some coverage of healthy living, but this is not the 
site’s focus

• A directory of local health services is included
• Some content is available in other common languages (e.g. 

Urdu)

NHS Direct
(www.nhsdirect.

nhs.uk/)

• Offers impartial information on health and illness from the 
National Health Service, including video pieces from health 
professionals

• There is some coverage of healthy living, but this is not the 
site’s focus

• A directory of local health services is included
• Some content is available in other common languages (e.g. 

Urdu)

NHS Direct
(www.nhsdirect.

nhs.uk/)

• Patient UK offers health information “as provided by GPs in 
doctors’ surgeries”

• There is a wide variety of information and good coverage of 
medicines

• The message boards are un-moderated

Patient UK
(www.patient.co.uk)

• Patient UK offers health information “as provided by GPs in 
doctors’ surgeries”

• There is a wide variety of information and good coverage of 
medicines

• The message boards are un-moderated

Patient UK
(www.patient.co.uk)

• This is a US site covering a broad range of topics including 
health, disease, lifestyle and medications

• There is good depth of content, including video pieces from 
doctors, medical news and a health dictionary

Medicine Net
(www.medicinenet.

com)

• This is a US site covering a broad range of topics including 
health, disease, lifestyle and medications

• There is good depth of content, including video pieces from 
doctors, medical news and a health dictionary

Medicine Net
(www.medicinenet.

com)

• MSN Health provides information about health issues with a 
focus on healthy living and lifestyle

• The site is US focussed
• There are some innovative features (such as a drug approval 

check)
• Includes editorially relevant links to other sites

MSN Health
(health.msn.com)

• MSN Health provides information about health issues with a 
focus on healthy living and lifestyle

• The site is US focussed
• There are some innovative features (such as a drug approval 

check)
• Includes editorially relevant links to other sites

MSN Health
(health.msn.com)
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Health: Comparative Analysis Overview 

 

Net Patient Medicine MSN NHS BBC Health Doctor UK Net Health Direct

Depth of Content Medium High Low High Medium Medium

Breadth of Content Medium High High Medium High Medium

Audio No No Yes Yes No No

AV Yes No No Yes No Yes
Type of 
content 

available Mobile Yes No No No No No

UGC No Yes No No No No

High (fully Interactivity High Medium None Medium Nonemoderated)

Section 
covering TV 

Is there pan-platform and Radio No No No No Nocontent available? programmes 
relevant to 

health

Quality, range and 
number of external High Low High Low Medium Low

links

Very Site Navigation Clear Clear Unclear Clear Clear Clear

Variety of other tools High Medium Low High High Highoffered

Gender (% 39% 36% 41% 52% 53% 40%male)

Audience Age (% 
Profile 67% 61% 64% 79% 43% 44%35+)

Income  (% 56% 53% 56% 55% 30% 51%30k+)  
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Gardening: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The site promotes informal learning by engaging users with gardening information and 

offering a wide range of useful information (Education and learning)
• Gardening is a creative passion. By encouraging users to try different things and providing 

hints and tips the site is stimulating this creativity (Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• BBC Gardening engages the user with an attractive site including many pictures and a 

wide range of high quality information
• The visual gardening and pest identifier tools are innovative

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC gardening site provides trusted gardening information 
and makes good use of BBC TV and Radio programming and 
talent

• However, general gardening information is not distinctive when 
compared to the wider market

• The independent editorial tone used on BBC Gardening is valued 
but not unique. 

• It offers some innovative tools not found elsewhere
• The BBC’s community features are less extensive than those 

found elsewhere

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The tone of the site is unique in the balance between advice and editorial content. Other 
sites are less friendly (RHS), or more community focused (Gardening UK)

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Audience profile data for BBC Gardening is not available from NetRatings

• The BBC site offers the widest breadth of free content of all the market alternatives. 
However, a greater depth of content is found elsewhere (for example at the RHS) 

• The children’s gardening section is not found in most of the market alternatives
• There are a number of innovative features available – for example the virtual garden, the 

gardeners calendar and pest identification tools
• Although there are more significant interactive features elsewhere, the mass participation 

tools are innovative (for example Tulipwatch)
• There is less of a community focus on the BBC site than some of the market alternatives
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Gardening: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC gardening site offers tips and advice on gardening
• Tools available on the site include plant and pest finders, 

blogs, a calendar, and forums. The Virtual Garden tool allows 
the user to design their garden online

• It includes content designed specifically for children

• The website of the RHS charity. Their stated aim is to 
promote gardening and horticulture

• Offers gardening advice and information on plants, as well as 
information on visiting RHS gardens

• The website of the BBC magazine
• A forum is being added in the near future, until then 

interactivity is limited to comments on blogs
• Also available are blogs, weather, personal scrapbooks (save 

site pages), a gardening calendar, and a plant search

• The website of the charity Garden Organic, which promotes 
organic gardening

• A lot of the content on this site is only available to members 
with paid subscription

• Members are able to join forums and submit questions

• Telegraph Gardening is a newspaper style site with 
information and articles about gardening

• There is quite a bit of user interaction, including forums and 
the opportunity to upload photos and submit questions

• The website of the magazine Gardens Monthly
• Much of the content is for members with paid subscription 

only
• The site provides forums and opportunities for users to upload 

advice and create a profile and an online photo album

BBC Gardening
(www.bbc.co.uk/

gardening)

Royal Horticultural 
Society

(www.rhs.org.uk)

BBC Gardeners’ World
(www.gardeners

world.com)

Garden Organic
(www. garden
organic.co.uk)

The Telegraph 
Gardening

(www.telegraoh.co.uk/
gardening)

Gardening UK
(www.gardening.co.uk)

• The BBC gardening site offers tips and advice on gardening
• Tools available on the site include plant and pest finders, 

blogs, a calendar, and forums. The Virtual Garden tool allows 
the user to design their garden online

• It includes content designed specifically for children

• The website of the RHS charity. Their stated aim is to 
promote gardening and horticulture

• Offers gardening advice and information on plants, as well as 
information on visiting RHS gardens

• The website of the BBC magazine
• A forum is being added in the near future, until then 

interactivity is limited to comments on blogs
• Also available are blogs, weather, personal scrapbooks (save 

site pages), a gardening calendar, and a plant search

• The website of the charity Garden Organic, which promotes 
organic gardening

• A lot of the content on this site is only available to members 
with paid subscription

• Members are able to join forums and submit questions

• Telegraph Gardening is a newspaper style site with 
information and articles about gardening

• There is quite a bit of user interaction, including forums and 
the opportunity to upload photos and submit questions

• The website of the magazine Gardens Monthly
• Much of the content is for members with paid subscription 

only
• The site provides forums and opportunities for users to upload 

advice and create a profile and an online photo album

BBC Gardening
(www.bbc.co.uk/

gardening)

Royal Horticultural 
Society

(www.rhs.org.uk)

BBC Gardeners’ World
(www.gardeners

world.com)

Garden Organic
(www. garden
organic.co.uk)

The Telegraph 
Gardening

(www.telegraoh.co.uk/
gardening)

Gardening UK
(www.gardening.co.uk)
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Gardening: Comparative Audience Overview 

Royal The BBC Gardeners’ Garden Gardening Horticultural Telegraph Gardening World Organic UKSociety Gardening

High (with 
Depth of Content Medium High Low membershi Medium Low

p)

Breadth of Content High Medium Low Low Medium Low

Audio Yes No No No No No

AV Yes No No No Yes NoType of 
content 

available Mobile Yes No No No No No

UGC No No Yes No Yes Yes

Interactivity Medium Low High Medium Medium High

Is there pan- Yes - TV 
platform content and No No No No Yes - Print

available? Radio

Quality, range and 
number of external High Medium High Medium Medium None

links

Site Navigation Clear Clear Unclear Average Clear Average

Variety of other High Medium High Medium Low Lowtools offered

Gender Not Not Not Not (% 41% 41%Available Available Available Availablemale)

Audience Age (% Not Not Not Not 83% 92%Profile 35+) Available Available Available Available

Income Not Not Not Not Not (% 50%Available Available Available Available Available30k+)  
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Parenting: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC Parenting site offers advice and information about a wide variety of parenting 

issues, promoting informal learning. It also offers advice about how to encourage children 
to learn from birth (Education and learning)

Characteristics
• The BBC site provides high quality, well researched information
• It also offers information to challenge common parenting preconceptions e.g. around 

parenting and work

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC site offers trusted, impartial parenting advice, but there 
are other impartial voices in this area

• It is distinctive in being aimed at mothers and fathers, whereas
alternatives are primarily female focussed

• Community and interactive features are more prominent on other 
sites

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The BBC’s tone is expert and serious. This is similar to some of the charity parenting sites. 
Other sites have a more friendly, community led tone

• In common with the rest of BBC lifestyle the design is attractive and navigation is simple 
and intuitive

• The BBC site is targeted at all parents (including fathers) whereas market alternatives are 
more focussed on mothers

• The site provides expert information and impartial advice. Although it has message 
boards, these are separate from the editorial content

• This compares to market alternatives which are community based, with user information 
and advice fully integrated into the site

• Good use is made of pan-platform content, particularly the parenting on-demand 
application

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• The audience profiles of all the sites are skewed towards women
• The BBC site’s audience is much older than that of the other sites 
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Parenting: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC Parenting site offers information and advice on 
pregnancy, birth and children, and is designed to be relevant 
to all parents

• Some content is shared with BBC TV
• There are forums available by topic, as well as other tools 

including an online tour of delivery rooms, calendars, quizzes, 
and star charts

• Babycentre is a communities based site which encourages 
users to make friends and interact with each other

• Tools available include calendars, schedulers and calculators
• Allows users to review baby-related products

• This is the website of the charity ParentLine. It provides 
advice and support for parents

• There are interactive tools available such as forums, a 
problem page, and the opportunity to submit tips

• Bounty is another communities based site with advice and 
information on pregnancy and children

• Tools offered on this site include user blogs, podcasts and a 
baby gender guesser

• Mumsnet is a focussed community site offering product 
reviews and parenting advice ‘for parents by parents’

• The majority of content is created by the users, including 
reviews, advice and clubs

• This is a high profile site which has hosted online chats with 
UK celebrities such as David Cameron and Libby Purves

• A charity website which offers information and support to 
parents

• A forum is available on the site

BBC Parenting
(www.bbc.co.uk/

parenting)

Babycentre
(www.

Babycentre.co.uk)

Parentline Plus
(www.parentline

plus.org.uk)

Bounty
(www.Bounty.com)

Mumsnet
(www.mumsnet.com)

National Childbirth
Trust

(www.nct.org.uk)
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Parenting: Comparative Audience Overview 

National BBC Baby Parent Bounty Mums Net Childbirth Parenting Centre Line Plus Trust

Depth of Content Medium High Medium Low Low Low

Breadth of Content High Medium High Low Medium Low

Yes -Audio No No No No Nopodcast

Type of AV Yes No No Yes No No
content 

available Mobile No No No No No No

UGC No Yes No Yes Yes No

Interactivity Low High Medium Medium High Medium

Yes, content Is there pan-platform shared with No No No No Nocontent available? BBC TV

Quality, range and 
number of external High None Medium Low Low None

links

Site Navigation Clear Clear Clear Average Clear Clear

Variety of other tools High High Low Medium Low Lowoffered

Gender Not Not 37% 38% 18% 45%(% male) Available Available

Audience Age (% Not Not 59% 43% 32% 61%Profile 35+) Available Available

Income (% Not Not 51% 71% 43% 71%30k+) Available Available
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Home: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC site promotes informal learning by providing homes-based information, including 

DIY, finance and design (Education and learning)
• Interior design tips on BBC Homes encourage users be creative with their homes 

(Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• The BBC Homes site provides high quality advice 
• It engages users with pictures and links to TV clips

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• BBC Homes promotes informal learning by providing a range of 
clear and well presented information about homes, as well as 
some useful tools

• However, this is an area very well covered by the commercial 
market

• The BBC site has less depth and variety than elsewhere but 
makes good use of access to BBC personalities and 
programming

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The BBC site is one of the easiest sites to navigate, and the most visually appealing
• Unlike some alternatives it maintains an impartial tone and does not recommend specific 

products or services 

• The BBC site covers four major subject areas associated with homes – design, DIY, 
housekeeping and property

• Only Channel 4 has a similar breadth of content in one place. However each of these are 
subject areas that are well served by the commercial market

• BBC homes has unique access to BBC content and talent. Channel 4 also makes 
extensive use of pan platform content

• More depth and more interactive features can be found elsewhere in the market

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• In common with other home site, the audience profile of BBC Homes is female; DIY sites 
are male skewed

• The BBC is older than the other sites (but this is a small sample)
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Homes: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC homes site offers tips and advice on DIY, interior 
decorating and finance, often using links to BBC TV content

• The tools available include mortgage and paint calculators, 
checklists, and forums

• Provides tips and advice on DIY and interior decorating as 
well as products and services from B&Q stores

• There are a wide range of tools available, including a kitchen 
planner, a fireplace planner, checklists and seven types of 
calculators

• The Channel 4 Homes site provides tips and advice on DIY, 
interior decorating and finance, often using links to Channel 4 
TV content

• Tools available include forums, blogs, quizzes and a property 
finder (using a third party database)

• This site offers DIY tips and advice
• There is a forum available, and users can also submit DIY 

questions

• The website of the Ideal Homes magazine has tips and advice 
on interior decorating, and online shopping

• There is a forum on the site, as well as blogs and calculators

• DIY Not provides tips and advice on DIY
• There is a forum, and users are able to add to a DIY wiki

BBC Homes
(www.bbc.co.uk/

homes)

B&Q Online
(www.diy.com)

Channel 4 Homes
(www.channel4.com

/homes)

DIY Doctor
(www. diy.org.uk)

Ideal Home
(www.idealhome
magazine.co.uk)

DIY Not
(www.diynot.com)

• The BBC homes site offers tips and advice on DIY, interior 
decorating and finance, often using links to BBC TV content

• The tools available include mortgage and paint calculators, 
checklists, and forums

• Provides tips and advice on DIY and interior decorating as 
well as products and services from B&Q stores

• There are a wide range of tools available, including a kitchen 
planner, a fireplace planner, checklists and seven types of 
calculators

• The Channel 4 Homes site provides tips and advice on DIY, 
interior decorating and finance, often using links to Channel 4 
TV content

• Tools available include forums, blogs, quizzes and a property 
finder (using a third party database)

• This site offers DIY tips and advice
• There is a forum available, and users can also submit DIY 

questions

• The website of the Ideal Homes magazine has tips and advice 
on interior decorating, and online shopping

• There is a forum on the site, as well as blogs and calculators

• DIY Not provides tips and advice on DIY
• There is a forum, and users are able to add to a DIY wiki

BBC Homes
(www.bbc.co.uk/

homes)

B&Q Online
(www.diy.com)

Channel 4 Homes
(www.channel4.com

/homes)

DIY Doctor
(www. diy.org.uk)

Ideal Home
(www.idealhome
magazine.co.uk)

DIY Not
(www.diynot.com)
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Homes: Comparative Analysis Overview 

BBC BBC B&Q B&Q Channel 4 Channel 4 DIY DoctorDIY Doctor Ideal HomeIdeal Home DIY NotDIY NotHomesHomes OnlineOnline HomesHomes

Depth ofDepth of  ContentContent MediumMedium HighHigh MediumMedium HighHigh MediumMedium HighHigh

Breadth of Breadth of ContentContent LowLow MediumMedium HighHigh LowLow MediumMedium LowLow

AudioAudio NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo

AVAV YesYes NoNo YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo
Type of Type of 
content content MobileMobile NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNoavailableavailable

User User 
Generated Generated NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo YesYes
contentcontent

InteractivityInteractivity MediumMedium NoneNone HighHigh MediumMedium MediumMedium HighHigh

Is there pan-platformIs there pan-platform  Yes – TV Yes – TV NoNo Yes - TVYes - TV NoNo Yes – printYes – print NoNocontent available?content available? and radioand radio

Quality, range and Quality, range and MediumMedium NoneNone MediumMedium NoneNone LowLow LowLownumber ofnumber of  external linksexternal links

Site NavigationSite Navigation Very clearVery clear Very clearVery clear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear

Variety ofVariety of  other tools other tools MediumMedium HighHigh HighHigh NoneNone MediumMedium NoneNoneofferedoffered

Gender Gender 40%40% 46%46% 45%45% 73%73% 43%43% 66%66%(% male)(% male)

Audience Audience AgeAge  85%85% 63%63% 53%53% 83%83% 70%70% 64%64%ProfileProfile (% 35+)(% 35+)

Income Income Not Not 50%50% 45%45% 55%55% 41%41% 53%53%(% 30k+)(% 30k+) AvailableAvailable  
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Consumer Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• This site informs its users about their rights as consumers and how to get your voice heard 

if something goes wrong (Citizenship)
• Useful information is provided on a range of topics (Education and learning)
Characteristics
• The site is full of calls to action, challenging its audience to make the most of their rights 

as consumers
• The information is impartial and trustworthy

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• This site gives effective information about consumer rights

• The BBC is a trusted voice in this area. There are however a 
variety of other impartial voices in this market – from the 
government and independent organizations such as Which

• The breadth of content offered is more limited than elsewhere 

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The tone of the BBC site  is impartial and free from vested interests. However, other 
voices in the market (including Which?, the CAB, and Consumer Direct) are also explicitly 
impartial

• The tone is also authoritative; other sites have more personality 

• The design and navigation are clear and intuitive

• The BBC site is purely text based, although this is also true of the market alternatives

• Interactive features are limited. Some sites (such as Which? Online) allow users to share 
their experiences in consumer forums

• The breadth of content offered is limited. Other sites are able to make judgments about  
specific products or services

• The BBC site makes use of TV and Radio brands such as Watchdog and Rogue Traders. 
No alternative has comparable pan-platform content

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Audience Profile data is not available for the BBC Consumer site
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Consumer: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC Consumer site gives effective information and 
advice about consumer rights

• It covers a wide range of general issues
• It does not mention specific products or services 

BBC Consumer
(bbc.co.uk/
consumer)

• The BBC Consumer site gives effective information and 
advice about consumer rights

• It covers a wide range of general issues
• It does not mention specific products or services 

BBC Consumer
(bbc.co.uk/
consumer)

• The home of Which? magazine on the web provides expert 
advice on consumer products from an independent source 

• The subscription model ensures the site is free from 
advertising and bias

• Covers a very wide range of products from mortgages to 
electronics, to food and drink

Which Online
(www.which.co.uk)

• The home of Which? magazine on the web provides expert 
advice on consumer products from an independent source 

• The subscription model ensures the site is free from 
advertising and bias

• Covers a very wide range of products from mortgages to 
electronics, to food and drink

Which Online
(www.which.co.uk)

• Offers clear, practical consumer advice from the government
• It has comprehensive coverage of general consumer issues 
• It does not recommend specific products or services

Consumer Direct
(www.

consumerdirect.gov)

• Offers clear, practical consumer advice from the government
• It has comprehensive coverage of general consumer issues 
• It does not recommend specific products or services

Consumer Direct
(www.

consumerdirect.gov)

• An online source of advice from the Citizen’s Advice Bureau
• Contains practical, up-to-date information on a wide range of 

topics, including benefits and housing, employment rights and 
discrimination, debt, and tax issues

• It has information in a wide variety of languages

Citizens Advice
Bureau
(www.

adviceguide.org.uk)

• An online source of advice from the Citizen’s Advice Bureau
• Contains practical, up-to-date information on a wide range of 

topics, including benefits and housing, employment rights and 
discrimination, debt, and tax issues

• It has information in a wide variety of languages

Citizens Advice
Bureau
(www.

adviceguide.org.uk)

• The site offers financial and consumer news, comment and 
advice from the Guardian newspaper

• The thirteen separate sections have a mixture of unique 
online content and articles shared with the newspaper

• The tone is tailored to Guardian readers 

The Guardian Money
(money.guardian.co.uk)

• The site offers financial and consumer news, comment and 
advice from the Guardian newspaper

• The thirteen separate sections have a mixture of unique 
online content and articles shared with the newspaper

• The tone is tailored to Guardian readers 

The Guardian Money
(money.guardian.co.uk)

• This is an independent website that offers information on 
personal finance

• It enables direct product comparisons between financial 
service providers

Money Facts
(www.

moneyfacts.co.uk)

• This is an independent website that offers information on 
personal finance

• It enables direct product comparisons between financial 
service providers

Money Facts
(www.

moneyfacts.co.uk)
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Consumer: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Depth of Content

Breadth of Content

Audio

AV
Type of 
content 

available Mobile

UGC

Interactivity

Is there pan-platform 
content available?

Quality, range and 
number of external 

links

Site Navigation

Variety of other tools 
offered

Gender (% 
male)

Audience Age (% 
Profile 35+)

Income (% 
30k+)

BBC 
Consumer

Which 
Online

Consumer 
Direct

Citizens 
Advice 
Bureau

The 
Guardian 

Money

Money 
Facts

Medium High Medium Medium High Low

Medium High Medium Medium Medium Medium

No No No No No No

No No No No No No

No No No No No No

No No No No No No

Low Medium None None Low Low

No Yes -
Print No

Yes -
Citizen 
Advice 

Bureaus

Yes -
Print

Yes -
Print

High None Medium High None High

Clear Clear Clear Clear Clear Clear

Medium High Medium Low Medium Medium

Not 
Available 61% Not 

Available 48% 40% 85%

Not 
Available 79% Not 

Available 60% 61% 81%

Not 
Available 53% Not 

Available 42% 62% 65%
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Science and Nature: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC site provides educational content in an entertaining manner which engages 

users and encourages debate (Education and learning)
• The subject matter informs users about the world beyond, and inside, the UK (World to the 

UK and UK to the world)
Characteristics
• The BBC site provides a challenging environment with high quality content designed to 

engage and encourage new interests
• The Planet Earth Explorer tool is very innovative

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC site stands out in a competitive market for its clear 
design and range of tools, including the innovative Planet Earth
Explorer

• The site appeals to all age groups; other sites tend to be 
specifically targetted towards children or adults

• The use of video content is more extensive than on other sites; 
only the BBC sends video and text to mobiles

• Some market alternatives have higher levels of interactivity than 
the BBC site

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The BBC site is more clearly designed and easier to navigate than the market alternatives 
looked at here. Colour-coding defines the different spaces which are available to explore

• The balance between pictures and text is more evenly matched on the BBC site than on 
the majority of the other sites

• The site has strong cross-platform links, which give it greater depth than other sites. 
• The amount of AV content available is greater than on other sites
• The BBC site offers a great breadth of challenging and educational games and things to 

do. The other sites all offer games but not in such variety and volume
• Only the BBC site offers text and video sent to mobiles
• No other site has an equivalent to the innovative Planet Earth Explorer tool
• Some other sites include more interactive options than the BBC, for example National 

Geographic hosts photo competitions 

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• The BBC audience profile is more male and of lower income than the market alternatives. 
It is also relatively young  
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Science and Nature: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC site offers information, education and discussion on 
science and nature and associated topics for all ages

• The site’s content has a strong association with BBC TV and radio, 
and programme brands

• There are four content subjects, and extensive educational games
and tools

BBC Science and 
Nature

(www.bbc.co.uk/sn)

• The BBC site offers information, education and discussion on 
science and nature and associated topics for all ages

• The site’s content has a strong association with BBC TV and radio, 
and programme brands

• There are four content subjects, and extensive educational games
and tools

BBC Science and 
Nature

(www.bbc.co.uk/sn)

• The home of the Science Museum online, designed to bring 
science to life and life to science

• Includes twelve online content subjects, games and news, the 
museum collection online, as well as general information about 
visiting the museum

• Features an online shop but carries no advertisements

The Science 
Museum

(www.science
museum.org.uk)

• The home of the Science Museum online, designed to bring 
science to life and life to science

• Includes twelve online content subjects, games and news, the 
museum collection online, as well as general information about 
visiting the museum

• Features an online shop but carries no advertisements

The Science 
Museum

(www.science
museum.org.uk)

• The home of the National Geographic online, whose stated aim is 
to inspire and inform its audiences about science, geography and
nature

• Ten years of archive content is available, including a considerable 
amount of video and photo media

• Other features include games, user photos, maps, discussions and
children’s content

National 
Geographic

(www.national
geographic.co.uk)

• The home of the National Geographic online, whose stated aim is 
to inspire and inform its audiences about science, geography and
nature

• Ten years of archive content is available, including a considerable 
amount of video and photo media

• Other features include games, user photos, maps, discussions and
children’s content

National 
Geographic

(www.national
geographic.co.uk)

• Provides science news and content tied to Channel 4 TV 
• Aims to provide content for all abilities and ages
• Includes clips of Channel 4 science shows
• Features games, quizzes and discussions. Users are able to submit 

questions to experts

Channel 4 Science
(www.channel4.com/

science)

• Provides science news and content tied to Channel 4 TV 
• Aims to provide content for all abilities and ages
• Includes clips of Channel 4 science shows
• Features games, quizzes and discussions. Users are able to submit 

questions to experts

Channel 4 Science
(www.channel4.com/

science)

• A respected news, comment and discussion site on science and 
related topics from the New Scientist

• The breadth and depth of content is high
• There is a high level of interactivity, including podcasts and blogs 
• Features fifteen years of archive material. Video clips accompany 

some stories
• Some content is free, but a subscription is required for full access

The New Scientist
(www.newscientist.

com)

• A respected news, comment and discussion site on science and 
related topics from the New Scientist

• The breadth and depth of content is high
• There is a high level of interactivity, including podcasts and blogs 
• Features fifteen years of archive material. Video clips accompany 

some stories
• Some content is free, but a subscription is required for full access

The New Scientist
(www.newscientist.

com)

• A text rich site from the Nature magazine portfolio
• Includes discussions, podcasts and blogs; the site is available in 

other languages
• There is a huge amount of content, covering over 50 specialist 

publications. Video clips accompany some stories
• Some content is free, but a subscription is required for full access

Nature
(www.nature.com)

• A text rich site from the Nature magazine portfolio
• Includes discussions, podcasts and blogs; the site is available in 

other languages
• There is a huge amount of content, covering over 50 specialist 

publications. Video clips accompany some stories
• Some content is free, but a subscription is required for full access

Nature
(www.nature.com)
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Science and Nature: Comparative Analysis Overview 

BBC BBC The Science The Science National National Channel 4 Channel 4 The NewThe New  Science & Science & NatureNatureMuseumMuseum GeographicGeographic ScienceScience ScientistScientistNatureNature

Depth ofDepth of  ContentContent HighHigh MediumMedium HighHigh LowLow HighHigh HighHigh

Breadth of Breadth of ContentContent HighHigh LowLow HighHigh LowLow HighHigh MediumMedium

Yes -Yes -AudioAudio YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo Yes - podcastYes - podcastpodcastpodcast

AVAV YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYesType ofType of  
content content MobileMobile YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNoavailableavailable

User User 
Generated Generated YesYes NoNo YesYes NoNo YesYes NoNo
contentcontent

InteractivityInteractivity MediumMedium LowLow HighHigh MediumMedium HighHigh HighHigh

Yes –Yes –Is there pan-platformIs there pan-platform  Yes- TVYes- TV  Yes –TVYes –TV  museummuseum  Yes -TVYes -TV Yes -PrYes -Priintnt Yes -PrintYes -Printcontent available?content available? and Radioand Radio and Printand Printexhibitsexhibits

Quality, range and Quality, range and HighHigh NoneNone LowLow HighHigh LowLow NoneNonenumber ofnumber of  external linksexternal links

Site NavigationSite Navigation Very ClearVery Clear AverageAverage ClearClear AverageAverage AverageAverage Difficult Difficult 

Variety ofVariety of  other tools other tools HighHigh MediumMedium HighHigh LowLow MediumMedium MediumMediumofferedoffered

Gender Gender Not Not 60%60% 52%52% 54%54% 56%56% 55%55%(% male)(% male) AvailableAvailable

Audience Audience AgeAge  Not Not 61%61% 74%74% 79%79% 61%61% 64%64%ProfileProfile (% 35+)(% 35+) AvailableAvailable

Income Income Not Not 35%35% 61%61% 33%33% 40%40% 77%77%(% 30k+)(% 30k+) AvailableAvailable  
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Arts: Distinctiveness 

• In terms of look and feel and ease of navigation other sites are as good or better than the 
BBC site

• Some of the content is old or out of date (e.g. competitions that closed several years ago)

• There is extensive use of pan-platform content in the BBC site. This rich variety of audio 
and video content makes it very distinctive

• As it stands, however, the arts site is more of a directory of arts content to be found 
elsewhere on bbc.co.uk, rather than a content site in itself

• Other sites go into greater depth and breadth than the BBC
• There is a large and imaginative range of interactive tools and games within (or linked to) 

the site, which are unique, for example users can submit creative writing and artwork

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• Audience profile data is not available for BBC Arts from NetRatings

Purposes
• BBC Arts promotes informal learning by providing information and debate about the arts  

for audiences of all ages (Education and learning)
• The site encourages user participation in various creative projects, reflects the diversity of 

UK arts, and informs about cultural events and pursuits (Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• The content on BBC Arts is high quality.
• High levels of interactivity ensure the site is engaging
• The range of interactive tools is innovative and the site challenges the user to get involved

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC Arts site operates mainly as a directory for relevant arts 
content on other BBC sites – for example fashion design on BBC 
Blast and arts events in your area from Where I Live

• Other sites have a much greater depth and breadth of content, 
with more extensive use of articles and comment 

• There is a large and imaginative range of interactive tools in the 
site or linked to it

• BBC Arts is less well designed and maintained than other parts 
of the bbc.co.uk and some market alternatives

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

Market
Distinctiveness
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Arts: Market Alternatives 

• BBC Arts provides information on and discussions about the 
arts in two sections (Art and Books)

• However the primary role of the site is to link to the wide 
variety of arts content available elsewhere on bbc.co.uk

• Shares content with BBC TV; and radio features heavily
• Offers a rich variety of interactive content, including quizzes,

games, submit poetry and artwork, blogs, and podcasts

BBC Arts
(www.bbc.co.uk/arts)

• BBC Arts provides information on and discussions about the 
arts in two sections (Art and Books)

• However the primary role of the site is to link to the wide 
variety of arts content available elsewhere on bbc.co.uk

• Shares content with BBC TV; and radio features heavily
• Offers a rich variety of interactive content, including quizzes,

games, submit poetry and artwork, blogs, and podcasts

BBC Arts
(www.bbc.co.uk/arts)

• Provides information, comment and discussions on a wide 
range of arts topics in eight sections

• The site has exclusive interviews shared with the print edition
• There is a good range interactive features, including quizzes, 

the ability to submit poetry, blogs and podcasts

Guardian Arts
(arts.guardian.co.uk)

• Provides information, comment and discussions on a wide 
range of arts topics in eight sections

• The site has exclusive interviews shared with the print edition
• There is a good range interactive features, including quizzes, 

the ability to submit poetry, blogs and podcasts

Guardian Arts
(arts.guardian.co.uk)

• Offers information, comment and discussions on arts 
sectioned into seven sections

• The site has exclusive interviews shared with the print edition
• Features blogs
• Users are able to submit short films

Telegraph Arts
(www.telegraph.co.uk

/arts)

• Offers information, comment and discussions on arts 
sectioned into seven sections

• The site has exclusive interviews shared with the print edition
• Features blogs
• Users are able to submit short films

Telegraph Arts
(www.telegraph.co.uk

/arts)

• Offers information and discussions on art based on collections 
in the Tate museums

• The collection is available to be viewed online. Users can tour 
the archive

• There is a wide range of educational content, including free 
online courses to learn and quizzes. It also has its own 
podcasts

• There are distinctive accessibility options, including a website
available in several languages and art resources for the 
visually impaired

Tate Online
(www.tate.org.uk)

• Offers information and discussions on art based on collections 
in the Tate museums

• The collection is available to be viewed online. Users can tour 
the archive

• There is a wide range of educational content, including free 
online courses to learn and quizzes. It also has its own 
podcasts

• There are distinctive accessibility options, including a website
available in several languages and art resources for the 
visually impaired

Tate Online
(www.tate.org.uk)

• This site has information about art based on the Royal 
Academy’s collections

• The Royal Academy collection can be viewed online

The Royal Academy
(www.royalacademy.

org.uk)

• This site has information about art based on the Royal 
Academy’s collections

• The Royal Academy collection can be viewed online

The Royal Academy
(www.royalacademy.

org.uk)

• The Sky Arts site has information on the arts, especially as it 
relates to the TV channel’s programming

Sky Arts
(www.skyarts.co.uk)

• The Sky Arts site has information on the arts, especially as it 
relates to the TV channel’s programming

Sky Arts
(www.skyarts.co.uk)
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Arts: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Guardian Telegraph Tate The Royal BBC Arts Sky ArtsArts Arts Online Academy

Depth of Content Medium High High High Medium Low

Breadth of Content Medium High High Medium Medium Medium

Yes - Yes -Audio Yes Yes Yes Nopodcast podcast

AV Yes No Yes No No YesType of 
content Mobile No Yes No No No Noavailable

User 
Generated Yes No Yes No No No
content

Interactivity High Medium Medium Medium None Low

Yes – Yes –Is there pan-platform Yes – TV Yes – print Yes – print museum museum Yes – TVcontent available? and radio collection collection

Quality, range and High Low Low None None Lownumber of external links

Site Navigation Average Very Clear Very Clear Average Average Clear

Variety of other tools High Medium Low High Low Lowoffered

Gender Not Not Not 56% 33% Not Available(% male) Available Available Available

Audience Age Not Not Not 54% 57% Not AvailableProfile (% 35+) Available Available Available

Income Not Not Not 45% 63% Not Available(% 30k+) Available Available Available  
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Disability: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• This site represents disabled people and allows them to express their own views 

(Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities)
• It keeps users up to date with disability related news and is informative about the political 

process (Citizenship) 
• The site also invites disabled people to submit articles, videos, audio pieces and art for 

publication (Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• The site challenges popular stereotypes about disabled people and invites people to think 

in a new way
• The tone of writing is humorous and engaging

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The tone of BBC Ouch is different from market alternatives that 
serve a disabled audience. Its stated aim is to treat disability
issues differently and focus on how rich and varied the lives of
people living with disability are

• However the range of factual information about disables rights 
and how to live with disability is not as broad as elsewhere

• Similarly the depth of content is lower than for some market 
alternatives

• BBC Ouch represents the UK’s disabled communities and makes 
good use of wider BBC content with links to TV and Radio

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The irreverent, humorous tone of the site is distinctive. It aims to be funny, and report 
about the real lives of disabled people. This differs from many of the alternatives which are 
more serious in tone and often campaigning for improved rights or services for disabled 
people

• News content is updated more frequently than elsewhere. However, many of the other 
features of the site are significantly older and can feel out of date 

• The BBC site has regular columnists, features, and links to disability news stories. The 
humorous tone is very distinctive, but the content is common to sites such as Disability 
Now 

• Its news coverage is very comprehensive, linking to news stories across the BBC and the 
rest of the web

• There is less breadth of information, for example around legal affairs, lifestyle or 
accessibility, than on other sites

• This is the only site to feature audio and podcasts
• The site has some interactivity through message boards and blogs but these are common 

to a number of sites and interactivity is more extensive elsewhere 
• It links to coverage of disability issues on BBC TV and Radio

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Audience profile data is not available for these sites from NetRatings
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Disability: Market Alternatives 

• BBC Ouch reports the news, views and experiences of 
disabled people online

• The content has a strong personality
• Includes features, podcasts and a discussion forum, and 

invites contributions (artwork, video and articles) from its 
readers

BBC Ouch
(bbc.co.uk/ouch)

• BBC Ouch reports the news, views and experiences of 
disabled people online

• The content has a strong personality
• Includes features, podcasts and a discussion forum, and 

invites contributions (artwork, video and articles) from its 
readers

BBC Ouch
(bbc.co.uk/ouch)

• Provides information about public services for disabled people
• Nine different topics are covered, including a dedicated 

section for careers

Direct Gov
(direct.gov.uk/en/Dis

abledPeople)

• Provides information about public services for disabled people
• Nine different topics are covered, including a dedicated 

section for careers

Direct Gov
(direct.gov.uk/en/Dis

abledPeople)

• The home of Disability Now, the campaigning newspaper for 
disabled people

• It has broad coverage of the issues around disability, 
including news, people, lifestyle and campaigns

Disability Now
(www. 

disabilitynow.org.uk)

• The home of Disability Now, the campaigning newspaper for 
disabled people

• It has broad coverage of the issues around disability, 
including news, people, lifestyle and campaigns

Disability Now
(www. 

disabilitynow.org.uk)

• You’re Able provides information, products and services for 
disabled people

• Covers lifestyle, news, community and disabled services. 
• Includes a large shopping facility

You're Able
(www. 

youreable.com)

• You’re Able provides information, products and services for 
disabled people

• Covers lifestyle, news, community and disabled services. 
• Includes a large shopping facility

You're Able
(www. 

youreable.com)

• This is a charity site that aims to give disabled people the 
information they need to participate fully as citizens

• It is focussed on the legal and social aspects of disability
• The site gives information for employers around disability and 

the workplace

Disability Right 
Commission

(www.drc-gb.org)

• This is a charity site that aims to give disabled people the 
information they need to participate fully as citizens

• It is focussed on the legal and social aspects of disability
• The site gives information for employers around disability and 

the workplace

Disability Right 
Commission

(www.drc-gb.org)

• A charity website providing information for carers and 
disabled people on products designed for less able people

• Users can review products, and use a self assessment tool to 
decide on their specific needs

• Information is free for users

Disabled Living 
Foundation

(www.dlf.org.uk)

• A charity website providing information for carers and 
disabled people on products designed for less able people

• Users can review products, and use a self assessment tool to 
decide on their specific needs

• Information is free for users

Disabled Living 
Foundation

(www.dlf.org.uk)
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Disability: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Disability Disabled BBC Direct Gov Disability You're Rights Living Disability Disability Now Able Commissi Foundationon

Depth of Content Low Medium High Low High High 

Breadth of Content Low High Medium High High Medium

Yes -
monthly 

Audio podcast and No No No No No
streamed 

Type of radio
content 

available AV No No No No Yes Yes

Mobile No No No No No No

UGC Yes No Yes No No No

Interactivity Medium None High Medium No Low

No, although 
there are 
links to 

Is there pan-platform coverage of No Yes - Print No No Nocontent available? disability 
issues on 

BBC TV and 
Radio

Quality, range and 
number of external Medium High None None High Medium

links

Site Navigation Average Clear Clear Unclear Clear Clear

Variety of other tools Medium n/a n/a n/a High Low offered

Gender (% Not Not Not Not Not Not 
male) Available Available Available Available Available Available

Audience Age (% Not Not Not Not Not Not 
Profile 35+) Available Available Available Available Available Available

Income (% Not Not Not Not Not Not 
30k+) Available Available Available Available Available Available
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Relationships: Distinctiveness 

• The tone used on the BBC site is serious throughout. Market alternatives tend to integrate 
serious topics with humour and entertainment

• Navigation and design is clear and consistent

• The site offers relationship advice to a broad range of people, from teens to adults, male 
and female. This is distinctive from other sites which tend to be focused towards one 
demographic

• The range of content is also broader than elsewhere – for example, it includes a finance 
section. However, each topic lacks the depth found elsewhere

• The BBC site maintains a relatively impartial view. This differs from other sites where 
users are invited to discuss issues or give their own point of view

• Market alternatives make much more use of interactive features, quizzes and games than 
the BBC site

• There is a small amount of content shared with BBC TV, mainly about parenting

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• Audience profile data is not available for these sites from NetRatings

Purposes
• This site promotes informal learning by imparting trusted advice and knowledge about 

relationship issues (Education and learning)
Characteristics
• Users in need of advice are likely to find the site engaging
• Some of the subject matter is challenging and may inspire users to think about 

relationships in a new way

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC relationship site has a  trusted, impartial and serious 
tone is distinctive in this field

• The site is designed for a broad audience. In general, market 
alternatives are more focused on a single demographic

• Market alternatives make much more significant use of 
interactive elements, quizzes and games to engage users

• Market alternatives have a more significant community focus and 
invite users to share their experiences

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

Market
Distinctiveness
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Relationships: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC relationship site offers advice on relationships, 
finances, sex and emotions for a broad range of people

• A small amount of content is shared with BBC TV
• There are no interactive elements or discussion forums

• A site targeted at women, with advice and discussions on sex, 
relationships and lifestyle

• Articles are based around an interactive community
• Features a significant number of quizzes, competitions and 

blogs

• A charity site which offers advice and discussions for teens 
about sex and relationships

• Features include podcasts and the ability to submit questions 
to experts

• A site for women with advice and discussions on sex, 
relationships and lifestyle from the Times and the Sunday 
Times

• Much of the content is shared with the weekend papers
• Strong interactive features, allowing users to upload 

comments, stories and photos

• This site offers “expert” tips on love and relationships for a 
broad audience

• Users can rate the tips and join discussions in forums

• An online spin-off of the book “Men are from Mars, Women 
are from Venus”

• The site’s business model is based on the sale of advice
• It also works to promote Dr John Grey’s books

BBC Relationships
(www.bbc.co.uk/

relationships)

iVllage Relationships
(www.ivillage.co.uk/

relationships)

The Site
(www.thesite.org/

sexandrelationships)

Times Online
(www. women.

timesonline.co.uk/
tol/life_and_style/

women/relationships)

LifeTips
(Relationship.lifetips.

com)

Mars Venus
(www.marsvenus.com)

• The BBC relationship site offers advice on relationships, 
finances, sex and emotions for a broad range of people

• A small amount of content is shared with BBC TV
• There are no interactive elements or discussion forums

• A site targeted at women, with advice and discussions on sex, 
relationships and lifestyle

• Articles are based around an interactive community
• Features a significant number of quizzes, competitions and 

blogs

• A charity site which offers advice and discussions for teens 
about sex and relationships

• Features include podcasts and the ability to submit questions 
to experts

• A site for women with advice and discussions on sex, 
relationships and lifestyle from the Times and the Sunday 
Times

• Much of the content is shared with the weekend papers
• Strong interactive features, allowing users to upload 

comments, stories and photos

• This site offers “expert” tips on love and relationships for a 
broad audience

• Users can rate the tips and join discussions in forums

• An online spin-off of the book “Men are from Mars, Women 
are from Venus”

• The site’s business model is based on the sale of advice
• It also works to promote Dr John Grey’s books

BBC Relationships
(www.bbc.co.uk/

relationships)

iVllage Relationships
(www.ivillage.co.uk/

relationships)

The Site
(www.thesite.org/

sexandrelationships)

Times Online
(www. women.

timesonline.co.uk/
tol/life_and_style/

women/relationships)

LifeTips
(Relationship.lifetips.

com)

Mars Venus
(www.marsvenus.com)
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Relationships: Comparative Analysis Overview 

BBC Times MarsVenRelation iVillage The Site LifeTipsOnline us-ships

Depth of Content Medium High Medium High Low Low

Breadth of Content High Medium Medium Medium Low Low

Audio No No Yes No No Yes

AV Yes No No Yes No Yes
Type of 
content Mobile No No No No No Noavailable

User 
Generated No No Yes Yes No No
content

Interactivity None High High High High Low

Is there pan-platform Yes – web Yes - TV No Yes - print No Yes -Printcontent available? and print

Quality, range and Medium None High None None Nonenumber of external links

Site Navigation Very Clear Clear Clear Average Very clear Average

Variety of other tools Low High Medium High Low Mediumoffered

Gender Not Not Not Not Not Not 
(% male) Available Available Available Available Available Available

Audience Age Not Not Not Not Not Not 
Profile (% 35+) Available Available Available Available Available Available

Income Not Not Not Not Not Not 
(% 30k+) Available Available Available Available Available Available  
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Religion and Ethics: Distinctiveness 

• The BBC site has a clear impartial tone when describing religions, but this was also true of 
the market alternatives examined here 

• The site is free from editorial opinion, unlike some of the other sites
• It adopts a questioning tone designed to stimulate debate around ethical issues. This is 

common to market alternatives
• The layout of the BBC site is clear and makes the best use of pictures of all the sites 

surveyed

• The BBC site does not include editorial comment or opinion. This is a major feature of 
other faith sites – particularly those that are newspaper based

• Although the BBC site encourages users to question their views, debate and interactivity 
are more prominent on other sites

• The religious timeline on the BBC site illustrates religious history clearly
• Only Beliefnet has the wide range of tools available on the BBC site
• There are forums attached to the BBC site, but there is a higher level of interactivity on 

other sites – for example inviting users to submit photos

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• Data is available only for the BBC and Beliefnet. They show roughly similar audience 
profiles, skewed towards older, higher income females 

Purposes
• BBC Religion and Ethics supplies impartial information and encourages debate (Education 

and learning)
• All religions of the world are treated equally and introduced as equally relevant (Reflecting 

the UK’s nations, regions and communities, World to the UK and UK to the world)
Characteristics
• The site is written in a challenging manner, encouraging the user to think and question 

their views
• The number of tools offered and the site design are likely to make it engaging
• The religious timeline takes an innovative approach to understanding the growth of 

religions

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC Religion and Ethics site is informative and impartial
• There is less comment and opinion on the BBC site than on 

some of the market alternatives
• It offers a wide range of tools which makes the site fun and 

educational
• Market alternative sites have a higher level of interactivity

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

Market
Distinctiveness
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Religion and Ethics: Market Alternatives 

• The religion and ethics site provides information about 
religions, ethical debate, and links to relevant TV and radio 
content from the BBC

• It includes quizzes, podcasts and a multifaith festival calendar
• The interactive timeline shows the growth of world religions

BBC Religion and 
Ethics

(www.bbc.co.uk/
religion)

• The religion and ethics site provides information about 
religions, ethical debate, and links to relevant TV and radio 
content from the BBC

• It includes quizzes, podcasts and a multifaith festival calendar
• The interactive timeline shows the growth of world religions

BBC Religion and 
Ethics

(www.bbc.co.uk/
religion)

• A community based site from the US that informs about faith 
and provides a meeting point for people of all faiths and 
religions

• Includes multiple tools, blogs, polls; users can submit 
questions

Beliefnet
(www.beliefnet.com)

• A community based site from the US that informs about faith 
and provides a meeting point for people of all faiths and 
religions

• Includes multiple tools, blogs, polls; users can submit 
questions

Beliefnet
(www.beliefnet.com)

• Run by a former yoga teacher, this site is based on his books 
about spirituality; the book is sold through the site

• Offers information about religions, their similarities and 
contradiction

The True Light
(www.thetruelight.org)

• Run by a former yoga teacher, this site is based on his books 
about spirituality; the book is sold through the site

• Offers information about religions, their similarities and 
contradiction

The True Light
(www.thetruelight.org)

• Offers information, debate and interviews around topics 
involving faith and ethics

• Includes podcasts and blogs
• Users can interact and submit photos and letters

Times Online Faith
(www. www.timesonline.

co.uk/tol/
comment/faith)

• Offers information, debate and interviews around topics 
involving faith and ethics

• Includes podcasts and blogs
• Users can interact and submit photos and letters

Times Online Faith
(www. www.timesonline.

co.uk/tol/
comment/faith)

• Provides information, debate and interviews around topics 
involving faith and ethics

• Includes podcasts
• Users are invited to submit letters

The Guardian Religion
(www.guardian.co.uk/

religion/)

• Provides information, debate and interviews around topics 
involving faith and ethics

• Includes podcasts
• Users are invited to submit letters

The Guardian Religion
(www.guardian.co.uk/

religion/)

• Offers impartial information about religions and opportunities 
for ethical debate

• It has links to relevant TV content on Channel 4

Channel 4 Faith
(www.channel4.com/

faith)

• Offers impartial information about religions and opportunities 
for ethical debate

• It has links to relevant TV content on Channel 4

Channel 4 Faith
(www.channel4.com/

faith)
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Religion and Ethics: Comparative Analysis Overview 

BBC Times The The True Channel 4 Religion & Beliefnet Online Guardian Light FaithEthics Faith Religion

Depth of Content High High Medium Medium Low Low

Breadth of Content High High Low High Medium Medium

Yes -Audio Yes Yes No Yes Nopodcast

AV Yes Yes No Yes Yes NoType of 
content Mobile No No No No No Noavailable

User 
Generated No Yes No Yes No No
content

Interactivity Medium High Medium High Low Medium

Is there pan-platform Yes – TV Yes – web Yes – print Yes – print Yes – print Yes – TVcontent available? and radio

Quality, range and Medium Medium Medium Low Medium Highnumber of external links

Site Navigation Very clear Clear Clear Clear Clear Average

Variety of other tools High High None Medium Low Lowoffered

Gender Not Not Not Not 34% 43.7%(% male) Available Available Available Available

Audience Age Not Not Not Not 64% 74.4%Profile (% 35+) Available Available Available Available

Income Not Not Not Not 60% 60%(% 30k+) Available Available Available Available  
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History: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• BBC History offers educational content in a fun and accessible way which encourages 

users to find out more about History - from within and beyond the BBC (Education and 
learning)

• Regional history allows the user to concentrate on the history of a certain area in the UK 
(Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities)

• The BBC site covers world history from ancient to modern (World to the UK and UK to the 
world) 

Characteristics
• The content of BBC History is high quality and engages the user through a variety of 

games and tools. It also challenges the user to think about other cultures and times

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC history site has the widest  breadth of topics, including 
regional history, of all the History sites examined here

• However it does not go into as much depth as some of the more 
specialist History websites 

• The interactive game is challenging, fun, educational and 
innovative

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• BBC History is the clearest and easiest site to navigate
• The BBC site has the best balance of visual media and text out of the sites surveyed

• Only the BBC and Channel 4 sites have such a broad scope, offering UK based history 
information and combining education and entertainment

• Other more specialist sites offer greater depth of content
• The BBC site offers the greatest number of games and tools – for example the interactive 

video game is an innovative tool available on no other website
• The BBC site is unique in offering mobile downloads

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• Of the site data available, BBC History is average in terms of age and gender
• Users are above average in terms of income
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History: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC History site provides information and activities and 
has links to a wide variety of BBC TV and radio content

• There are multiple tools, games, quizzes and animations 
available, and the opportunity to upload photos

• The site has an interactive history video game
• A genealogy research section gives user advice on 

investigating family history

BBC History
(www.bbc.co.uk/

history)

• The BBC History site provides information and activities and 
has links to a wide variety of BBC TV and radio content

• There are multiple tools, games, quizzes and animations 
available, and the opportunity to upload photos

• The site has an interactive history video game
• A genealogy research section gives user advice on 

investigating family history

BBC History
(www.bbc.co.uk/

history)

• A US site offering history information and activities covering 
all periods, and links to the History Channel programmes

• There are lots of AV clips, podcasts, and games available, 
and the opportunity to upload AV and stories

The History Channel
(www.history.com)

• A US site offering history information and activities covering 
all periods, and links to the History Channel programmes

• There are lots of AV clips, podcasts, and games available, 
and the opportunity to upload AV and stories

The History Channel
(www.history.com)

• The website of the BBC magazine, partly articles and news, 
partly a brief digital magazine with video sections

• Users can submit questions to experts, and create profiles to 
take part in forums, upload photos and save pages

• A podcast is available and guides can be downloaded to 
mobile phones

BBC History Magazine
(www.bbchistory
magazine.com)

• The website of the BBC magazine, partly articles and news, 
partly a brief digital magazine with video sections

• Users can submit questions to experts, and create profiles to 
take part in forums, upload photos and save pages

• A podcast is available and guides can be downloaded to 
mobile phones

BBC History Magazine
(www.bbchistory
magazine.com)

• Provides information and activities covering all periods, and 
links to relevant Channel 4 TV

• Games and quizzes are available, and users can submit 
questions 

Channel 4 History
(www.channel4.com/

history)

• Provides information and activities covering all periods, and 
links to relevant Channel 4 TV

• Games and quizzes are available, and users can submit 
questions 

Channel 4 History
(www.channel4.com/

history)

• Provides information about the museum group
• The museums’ artifacts are documented online allowing the 

user to view objects and learn about them
• There is a family history research section (based on military 

records)

Imperial War Museum
(www.iwm.org.uk)

• Provides information about the museum group
• The museums’ artifacts are documented online allowing the 

user to view objects and learn about them
• There is a family history research section (based on military 

records)

Imperial War Museum
(www.iwm.org.uk)

• The website of the History section of UKTV, it has strong links 
to its TV programming

• Offers history information and education
• Also available are forums, quizzes and a TV programme 

reminder

UKTV History
(uktv.co.uk/history)

• The website of the History section of UKTV, it has strong links 
to its TV programming

• Offers history information and education
• Also available are forums, quizzes and a TV programme 

reminder

UKTV History
(uktv.co.uk/history)
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History: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Depth of Content

Breadth of Content

Audio

AV
Type of 

BBC 
History

History 
Channel

BBC 
History 

Magazine

Channel 4 
History

Imperial 
War UKTV History

Museum

Medium Medium Low Medium Medium Low

High Medium Medium High Low High

Yes Yes Yes No No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

content Mobileavailable
User 

Yes No Yes No No No

Generated Yes Yes Yes No No No
content

Interactivity

Is there pan-platform 
content available?

Quality, range and 
number of external links

Site Navigation

Variety of other tools 
offered

Gender (% 
male)

Audience Age (% 
Profile 35+)

Income (% 
30k+)

High High High Medium None Medium

Yes – TV 
and radio Yes – TV Yes - print Yes – TV

Yes –
museum 
artefacts

Yes – TV

Medium Medium High High Medium Low

Very clear Clear Clear Average Very Clear Clear

High High Medium Medium Medium Medium

48% Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available 55% 32%

63% Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available 54% 75%

67% Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available 59% 38%
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Children’s: Distinctiveness 

• The limitations of collecting demographic data for web user means that making judgments 
about the profile of children's sites is very difficult.

• The figures stated here should be indicative only. We believe the actual profile of all the 
sites measures to be significantly younger 

• The tone of the site is carefully tailored to its target demographic
• The BBC site has the most comprehensive range of safety features, including a pre 

moderated message boards. 
• Navigation is quicker, clearer and more consistent on the BBC site than elsewhere

• The BBC sites, especially CBeebies, offer a safe environment for playing and learning with 
a very wide variety of activities; other children’s sites do not have such a wide variety

• The parents’ section on CBeebies contains important information about child safety online 
and the opportunity to discuss concerns with other parents. The BBC’s trusted reputation 
is very important in this area. Only one of the alternatives (Nickelodeon) provided an 
equivalent service

• The BBC’s site is very distinctive in ensuring all its chat rooms are fully pre-moderated, 
although there are more extensive interactive features available elsewhere

• The BBC has a wide range of games and activities. These can be less sophisticates than 
those provided by the commercial market

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

Purposes
• The BBC children’s sites provide a wide variety of entertaining educational games and 

clips which make learning fun (Education and learning) 
• Sing-alongs and stories in other languages introduce children to different cultures (World 

to the UK and UK  to the world)
• The BBC sites encourage children to make and do (Stimulating creativity and culture)
Characteristics
• The CBBC and CBeebies sites are high quality and likely to engage users with friendly 

and bright formats and challenging and enjoyable content

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The BBC has a great heritage in providing trusted, entertaining 
and educational content for children

• Its web offering, extensively linked to CBeebies and CBBC 
content, provides a safe web environment that children (and their 
parents) feel comfortable exploring

• It has an enormous range of tools and games to engage children. 
Market alternatives have neither the breadth nor depth of this 
offer. However some sites do have more sophisticated games 
and other interactive features than the BBC

• The variety of online resources used by children is extremely 
broad. Many of the most popular websites for this age group are 
of more general interest, and are often based around community 
or communication

Summary
Market distinctiveness

Market
Distinctiveness

Purposes
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Children’s: Market Alternatives 

• This analysis covers entertainment based  games and fun 
content linked to CBeebies TV. 

• Although this content has educational value, BBC content that 
is  focused around education and learning has been 
considered under the schools and revision section

• There are tools for both children and their parents, including a
forum for parents and advice on web safety

• The site uses audio and video content to involve the user

• Provides advice, games and fun content linked to CBBC TV 
content

• Although this content has educational value, BBC content that 
is  focused around education and learning has been 
considered under the schools and revision section

• Tools available on the site include games, wallpapers and 
quizzes

• Users are able to submit pictures, join forums, and submit 
questions to TV presenters

• A social networking site aimed at eight to fourteen year olds 
using penguin avatars

• There are two safety settings and the site is moderated
• There are no adverts on this site (except for the parent 

brand). It is based on paid subscription

• Nick and Nick Jr offer video clips and games linked to Nick TV
• There is a parents’ forum available

• Disney and Playhouse Disney offer clips and games linked to 
Disney programmes

• Users can submit messages

• The Cartoon Network site offers clips and games linked to the 
network’s TV content

CBeebies
(www.bbc.co.uk/

cbeebies)

CBBC
(www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc)

Club Penguin
(www.clubpenguin.com)

Nickolodeon
(www.nick.co.uk)

Disney
(www.disney.co.uk)

Cartoon Network
(www.cartoon
network.co.uk)
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Children’s: Market Alternatives cont. 

• Stardoll is a communities based site which allows users to 
dress dolls based on celebrities and interact with each other

• There is a subscription fee which permits the user to access 
all areas of the site; some items must be purchased within the 
site

• Miniclip provides free games, some original and others hosted 
from external sites. 

• It is not specifically aimed at children
• There are forums available

• Runescape is a large online game 
• It is not specifically aimed at children
• There are forums available

• Gamespot offers reviews of video games 
• It is not specifically aimed at children
• There are forums, user blogs and reviews, and user 

generated video features

Stardoll
(www.stardoll.com)

Miniclip
(www.Miniclip.com)

Runescape
(www.runescape.com)

Gamespot
(www.Gamespot.com)
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Children’s: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Club Club Cartoon Cartoon CBeebiesCBeebies CBBCCBBC NickelodeonNickelodeon DisneyDisneyPenguinPenguin NetworkNetwork

Depth ofDepth of  ContentContent HighHigh MediumMedium LowLow MediumMedium MediumMedium LowLow

Breadth of Breadth of ContentContent HighHigh HighHigh LowLow LowLow LowLow LowLow

AudioAudio YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo

AVAV YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes YesYes
Type ofType of  
content content MobileMobile YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo YesYesavailableavailable

User User 
Generated Generated YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo
contentcontent

InteractivityInteractivity MediumMedium MediumMedium HighHigh LowLow LowLow NoneNone

Is there pan-platformIs there pan-platform  Yes – TV Yes – TV Yes – TVYes – TV NoNo Yes – TVYes – TV Yes – TVYes – TV Yes – TVYes – TVcontent available?content available? and radioand radio

Quality, range and Quality, range and LowLow LowLow NoneNone NoneNone LowLow NoneNonenumber ofnumber of  external linksexternal links

Site NavigationSite Navigation Very clearVery clear ClearClear Very ClearVery Clear AverageAverage AverageAverage AverageAverage

Variety ofVariety of  other tools other tools HighHigh MediumMedium LowLow HighHigh MediumMedium MediumMediumofferedoffered

Gender Gender 41%41% 45%45% 39%39% 45%45% 33%33% 51%51%(% male)(% male)

Audience Audience AgeAge  46%46% 46%46% 45%45% 47%47% 46%46% 40%40%Profile*Profile* (% 35+)(% 35+)

Income Income 51%51% 48%48% 67%67% 50%50% 53%53% 37%37%(% 30k+)(% 30k+)

* See Data Limitations (Section 1.3)  
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Children’s: Comparative Analysis Overview 

CBeebiesCBeebies CBBCCBBC StardollStardoll MiniclipMiniclip RunescapeRunescape GamespotGamespot

Depth of ContentDepth of Content HighHigh MediumMedium HighHigh LowLow HighHigh HighHigh

Breadth of ContentBreadth of Content HighHigh HighHigh LowLow HighHigh LowLow LowLow

Yes -Yes -AudioAudio YesYes YesYes NoNo NoNo YesYes podcastpodcast

Type ofType of  AVAV YesYes YesYes NoNo YesYes NoNo YesYes
content content MobileMobile YesYes NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNo NoNoavailableavailable

User User 
Generated Generated YesYes YesYes YesYes NoNo YesYes YesYes
contentcontent

InteractivityInteractivity MediumMedium MediumMedium HighHigh LowLow HighHigh MediumMedium

Is there pan-platformIs there pan-platform  Yes – TVYes – TV  Yes –Yes –Yes – TVYes – TV NoNo Yes – webYes – web NoNocontent available?content available? and radioand radio gamesgames

Quality, range and Quality, range and LowLow NoneNone NoneNone NoneNone NoneNone NoneNonenumber of external linksnumber of external links

Site NavigationSite Navigation Very clearVery clear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear ClearClear

Variety ofVariety of  other toolsother tools  HighHigh MediumMedium MediumMedium LowLow LowLow MediumMediumofferedoffered

GenderGender  41%41% 45%45% 28%28% 57%57% 56%56% 65%65%(% male)(% male)

Audience Audience Age Age 46%46% 46%46% 29%29% 44%44% 37%37% 37%37%Profile*Profile* (% 35+)(% 35+)

Income Income 51%51% 48%48% 38%38% 51%51% 50%50% 39%39%(% 30k+)(% 30k+)

* See Data Limitations (Section 1.3)  
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Switch: Distinctiveness 

• The message boards are fully moderated. This is unique, although other online 
communities (such as Habbo and Bebo) are beginning to address safety concerns raised 
by unmoderated chat rooms (through strict filtering)

• The layout is clear, but teens cannot customize to the same extent as can be achieved 
elsewhere

• The BBC site is distinctive in its objective to showcase high quality, UK originated content 
that is made specifically for a teen audience

• T4 (from Channel 4) is also designed for a broad teen audience, but does not have the 
breadth and depth of the BBC offering

• The site is distinctive in offering an integrated pan-platform proposition, including Falcon 
Beach on BBC Two, Blast from BBC learning and Sound on Radio 1. However, the content 
from these platforms has been included elsewhere in this analysis (for example, Blast is 
counted under BBC School and Revision)

• It is distinctive in creating UK focused, online video content for teens through Jamie Kane 
and Signs of Life. The fusion of high quality drama with interactive gaming is new. However 
other providers are also producing online drama – for example, Kate Modern on Bebo.

• Some elements of the site are close to other offerings in content delivery and tone. For 
example, Slink is similar to Sugar and MyBliss

• Other sites that are popular with teens, particularly social networks, have higher levels of 
interactivity. However, these sites have different objectives and are less content-driven 
than BBC Switch

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Audience Profile

• Comparison of audience profile data is difficult as many of these sites also appeal to non-
teens

• There are also significant data limitations in collecting demographic information for 
younger audience online

• Therefore these figures should only be seen as being indicative

Purposes
• The teens site promotes opportunities for informal learning by addressing a range of teen 

issues and advice topics (Education and learning)
• By informing teenagers and encouraging debate the site promotes the concept of teens as 

members of a wider community (Citizenship)
Characteristics
• Teens are likely to find the combination of fun, advice and chat engaging
• Some of the issues addressed on the site may challenge the user’s viewpoints
• The advice is of high quality

Purposes 
and 

Characteristics

• The BBC teen site (BBC Switch)  is distinctive as a home for UK 
produced, quality content on the web, designed specifically with a 
broad teen audience in mind

• The BBC site is distinctive in its overall approach, its trusted
voice and through its advanced safety features (especially the 
pre-moderated message boards)

• However, many of the features within the site (for example Slink, 
the magazine site for teen girls) are similar to those provided by 
the market

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

Market
Distinctiveness
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Switch: Market Alternatives 

• BBC Teens is an umbrella site that encompasses 
entertainment, chat and advice for teenagers from around the 
BBC. 

• We have included the parts of the site that are unique to the 
Switch site in this analysis. Some parts of the BBC Teens 
offering are covered elsewhere in the analysis (for example 
Blast is covered within BBC Learning; Switch and Kelly 
Osborne within BBC radio; and Sound and Falcon Beach 
within BBC TV) 

• Offers some interactivity alongside a large number of quizzes, 
games, blogs, and horoscopes

• The site is represented on external social networking sites

BBC Teens
(www.bbc.co.uk/

switch)

• BBC Teens is an umbrella site that encompasses 
entertainment, chat and advice for teenagers from around the 
BBC. 

• We have included the parts of the site that are unique to the 
Switch site in this analysis. Some parts of the BBC Teens 
offering are covered elsewhere in the analysis (for example 
Blast is covered within BBC Learning; Switch and Kelly 
Osborne within BBC radio; and Sound and Falcon Beach 
within BBC TV) 

• Offers some interactivity alongside a large number of quizzes, 
games, blogs, and horoscopes

• The site is represented on external social networking sites

BBC Teens
(www.bbc.co.uk/

switch)

• A social networking site, used mainly by teens, based on 
profiles and uploaded content

• Includes areas for music, writing, AV

Bebo
(www.bebo.com)

• A social networking site, used mainly by teens, based on 
profiles and uploaded content

• Includes areas for music, writing, AV

Bebo
(www.bebo.com)

• A social networking site based on profiles and uploaded 
content

• Not specifically aimed at teens
• Contains a large amounts of AV

MySpace
(www.myspace.com)

• A social networking site for teens set in a fictional hotel using 
avatars

• Operates as a combination of a chat room and an online 
game

Habbo Hotel
(www. Habbo.co.uk)

• A social networking site for teens set in a fictional hotel using 
avatars

• Operates as a combination of a chat room and an online 
game

Habbo Hotel
(www. Habbo.co.uk)

• The website of the teen focused programme on Channel 4, 
based on TV content

• Incorporates a certain level of interactivity
• Quizzes, games, and celebrity gossip are available

T4 on Channel 4
(www.channel4.com/

entertainment/t4)

• The website of the teen focused programme on Channel 4, 
based on TV content

• Incorporates a certain level of interactivity
• Quizzes, games, and celebrity gossip are available

T4 on Channel 4
(www.channel4.com/

entertainment/t4)
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Switch: Market Alternatives cont.  

• Online accompaniment to Sugar Magazine
• Offers celebrities, fashion, advice, and games for teen girls
• Interactive features include polls and photo galleries

Sugar Magazine
(www.

Sugarmagazine
.co.uk)

• Online accompaniment to Sugar Magazine
• Offers celebrities, fashion, advice, and games for teen girls
• Interactive features include polls and photo galleries

Sugar Magazine
(www.

Sugarmagazine
.co.uk)

• Online accompaniment to Sugar Magazine
• Offers celebrities, fashion, advice, and games for teen girls
• Interactive features include polls and photo galleries
• Includes some audio and video content

Bliss Magazine
(www.mybliss.co.uk)

• Online accompaniment to Sugar Magazine
• Offers celebrities, fashion, advice, and games for teen girls
• Interactive features include polls and photo galleries
• Includes some audio and video content

Bliss Magazine
(www.mybliss.co.uk)

• An AV sharing website where users can upload, view and 
share AV clips

• Offers community functions
• Not specifically aimed at teens

YouTube
(www.youtube.com)

• An AV sharing website where users can upload, view and 
share AV clips

• Offers community functions
• Not specifically aimed at teens

YouTube
(www.youtube.com)
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Switch: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Not 
Available41%46%47%43%Income 

(% 30k+)

Not 
Available30%39%39%55%Age 

(% 35+)

Not 
Available34%49%46%39%Gender 

(% male)

Audience 
Profile*

ClearAverageClearClearVery ClearSite Navigation

NoneLowNoneLowMediumQuality, range and 
number of external links

Yes - TVNoYes – web 
and TV

Yes – web 
and TVYes - TVIs there pan-platform 

content available?

LowMediumHighHighHighVariety of other tools 
offered

MediumHighHighHighMediumInteractivity

YesNoYesYesYes
User 
Generated 
content

NoNoNoNoNoMobile

YesNoYesYesYesAV

Yes -
podcastYesYesYesYesAudio

Type of 
content 

available

LowMediumHighHighMediumDepth of Content

T4Habbo
HotelMySpaceBeboBBC Teens

LowLowHighHighHighBreadth of Content

* See Data Limitations (Section 1.3)
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Switch: Comparative Analysis Overview cont. 

Not 
Available

Income 
(% 30k+)

Not 
Available

Age 
(% 35+)

Not 
Available

Gender 
(% male)

Audience 
Profile*

ClearSite Navigation

NoneQuality, range and 
number of external links

Yes - PrintIs there pan-platform 
content available?

MediumVariety of other tools 
offered

MediumInteractivity

Yes
User 
Generated 
content

NoMobile

NoAV

NoAudio

Type of 
content 

available

MediumDepth of Content

Sugar

LowBreadth of Content

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Clear

None

Yes - Print

Medium

Medium

Yes

No

Yes

Yes 

High

Bliss

Low

* See Data Limitations (Section 1.3)

48%

45%

54%

Very clear

None

Yes –web 
and TV

Medium

Medium

Yes

No

Yes

No

High

You Tube

High
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TV: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC TV site supports a range of the BBC’s purposes through its links with TV 

programmes 
Characteristics
• The breadth of BBC TV content is in parts innovative, challenging, high quality and 

entertaining

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The immense breadth and depth of the BBC channel portfolio is 
well reflected by the BBC TV sites

• It does not include full TV listings, unlike its market alternatives
• It is well designed and easy to navigate
• Video content is less integrated into the site than elsewhere

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The tone of the site differs depending on subject and target audience. 
• This is similar to the Virgin media portfolio of channels which have very distinct target 

audiences
• The design is consistent throughout, but there is a good use of colours and graphics to 

ensure each channel has a distinct personality. Other sites are more inconsistent

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

Audience Profile

• All the TV sites are skewed towards women
• BBC TV shows the oldest audience profile, it is average for income

• The BBC TV site offers video clips, unseen footage, and depth behind the BBC’s 
programmes. Thanks to range and volume of programmes produced by the BBC, the 
content on the BBC sites is broader and deeper than other sites

• However some of the features connected to BBC programming can feel derivative 0 for 
example the Eastenders interactive makeover tool is very similar to StarDoll

• Video content itself is less integrated into the TV site than elsewhere- for example 
compared to ITV.com

• The BBC does not offer full TV listings which are available on some other sites
• UGC content and interactive features are more prominent elsewhere
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TV: Market Alternatives 
• The home of BBC TV on the web
• The sites are designed to promote the TV offering, showcase 

BBC schedules, add depth to programmes and provide 
content and information not seen onscreen

• This cope of this analysis includes the microsites for each of 
the BBC’s adult entertainment channels (BBC1, 2, 3 and 4), 
but not its children’s or news offerings

• They also includes messageboards, games, podcasts, 
screensavers and wallpapers

• Contains TV schedules, TV clips, new programme information 
and celebrity gossip

• There are also messageboards, podcasts and wallpapers

• Provides TV schedules, video clips from TV, and information 
about new programmes

• Tools offered on the site include games and a BMI calculator
• Users are able to join forums, submit questions to TV 

celebrities, and upload mini-docs and photos

• Provides TV schedules, information on new programmes, 
video clips from TV, and gossip

• Tools include the full TV listings (not just ITV), games, and 
forums

• Users are able to upload and rate AV and share recipes

• Five’s site provides TV schedules, information on new 
programmes, video clips from TV, and gossip

• Tools include blogs and forums
• Users are able to review TV, and create personalised TV 

listings

• These Virgin owned sites provide TV schedules, information 
on new programmes, video clips from TV, gossip, and lifestyle 
content

• Tools include forums, games, podcasts and blogs
• Users are able to upload photos, AV and audio content

BBC TV
(www.bbc.co.uk/tv)

Sky One
(www.skyone.co.uk)

Channel 4
(www.channel4.com/tv)

ITV
(www.itv.com)

Five
(www.five.tv)

Virgin
(www.bravo.co.uk, 
www.livingtv.co.uk,
www.trouble,co,uk, 

www.challenge.co.uk)
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TV: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Individual 
channels 
have very 

distinct 
audiences

41%46%46%63%48%Income

Individual 
channels 
have very 

distinct 
audiences

43%55%48%41%58%Age

Individual 
channels 
have very 

distinct 
audiences

38%50%45%34%41%Gender

Audienc
e Profile

HighMediumHighMediumMediumHighVariety of other 
tools offered

ClearClearAverageClearAverageClearSite Navigation

LowMediumMediumMediumLowHigh
Quality, range 
and number of 
external links

Yes - TVYes - TVYes - TVYes - TVYes - TVYes - TV
Is there pan-

platform content 
available?

HighMediumHighHighMediumMediumInteractivity

YesNoYesYesNoNoUGC

YesNoYesYesNoYesMobile

YesYesYesYesYesYesAV

YesNoNoNoYes -
podcastYesAudio

Type of 
content 

available

MediumMediumLowMediumLowHighBreadth of 
Content

HighMediumHighHighMediumHighDepth of Content

Virgin TVFiveITVChannel 4Sky OneBBC TV 
sites
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About the BBC: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The site provides information which sets out the BBC’s accountability to licence fee payers 
• The site has a section which informs users about digital services (Digital Britain)
Characteristics
• The About site is high quality, and by including content other than financial statements and 

reports, it also manages to be engaging.

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• The site is distinctive in the breadth of content it contains as well 
as the way it links to content  elsewhere on the BBC sites and the 
rest of the web

• Only bbc.co.uk/info includes links to entertainment sites from its 
information pages

• The BBC provides more information on its staff than the other 
sites, which helps the organisation appear transparent.

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The BBC About site is more integrated into its parent site than others in the market
• The BBC links to the largest variety of user feedback, and has the most interactive pages 

and tools

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

• The wide range of pages and external sites which are signposted from the About the BBC 
site is unmatched by market alternatives

• Only the BBC site includes links to entertainment sites
• The BBC provides much more detailed biographies of senior management than other sites
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About the BBC Trust: Distinctiveness 

Purposes
• The BBC Trust’s About site provides information which sets out their accountability to 

licence fee payers 
Characteristics
• The site is high-quality and engaging to those who are interested in the accountability and 

transparency of the BBC

Purposes 
and

Characteristics

• This provides very in-depth information on the BBC Trust, its 
purposes and actions. This acts to increase the transparency of 
the BBC as a whole

• Apart from the usual BBC accessibility options, the site is also
available in Welsh

• The link to the about page (bbc.co.uk/BBCtrust/about) is clearly 
displayed from the BBC Trust homepage

Summary

Purposes

Market distinctiveness

• The tone used on the Trust’s site is serious, reflecting the importance of their purpose, but 
other sites also adopt such a tone

• This site was one of the only to prioritise its About link by putting it in the navigation pane

Editorial Characteristics

Consumer Proposition

Market
Distinctiveness

• The content of the Trust’s site is not broad as elsewhere as it only covers issues which fall 
under the Trust’s authority

• However, the information provided is extensive
• The site was one of the only ones from the range available in Welsh throughout
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About the BBC and BBC Trust: Market Alternatives 

• The BBC About site is linked from all other areas of bbc.co.uk
at the bottom of the screen in small text

• The site includes links to a wide variety of information, 
including company purposes and values, biographies of 
employees, careers pages, feedback and messageboards, 
news about the BBC, TV and radio information and BBC 
events and tickets

• The site is clearly linked from the BBC Trust homepage in the 
navigation panel at the side of the screen

• The site contains information on the purposes and intentions 
of the Trust, its members, reports, minutes, and actions

• The whole site is available in Welsh

• The About4 site can be accessed from all areas of 
channel4.com through a small text link at the bottom of each 
page

• It provides information on the aims and policies of Channel 4, 
careers, sales and the commissioning process

• The About ITV site can be accessed from all areas of 
channel4.com through a small text link at the bottom of each 
page

• The site covers careers, commissions and sales
• It links to regional sites and  to ITV PLC, which has biogs of 

directors and financial information

• The About section of the DirectGov site is accessed via a 
large text link at the bottom of every page of the site

• The section is only one page long and text only, but does 
include site visitor information

• Very little information is given about the authors of the site, 
but links are provided to all government departments

• The Ofcom site is clearly linked from the homepage in the 
navigation panel at the side of the screen

• Information on the site is split into five sections: 
accountability, jobs, accessibility, structure, and principles

• The level of detail provided on reporting and policy is high, but 
no information is given on employees

About the BBC
(www.bbc.co.uk/info)

About the BBC Trust
(www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/

about/index.html)

About Channel 4
(www.channel4.com/
about4/index.html)

About ITV
(http://about.itv.com/

page.asp?partid=1088)

About DirectGov
(http://www.direct.gov.uk/

en/SiteInformation/
DG_4004497)

About Ofcom
(http://www.ofcom.org.uk/

about/)
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About the BBC and BBC Trust: Comparative Analysis Overview 

Breadth of 
content

HighHighNoneLowHighMediumAccessibility

Separate 
contacts 

page

Yes, & 
contacts for 

all depts

Separate 
contacts 

page

Separate 
contacts 

page
Yes, clear

Yes, 
several 

methods
Feedback options

Explanation of 
organisation Good

Poor but 
linked to 

govt depts
Very goodAverageVery 

GoodVery good

Very HighLowHighVery HighVery HighVery High

HighLowHighMediumLowVery High

Very goodGoodAverageAverageVery 
GoodAverage

About 
Ofcom

About 
DirectGovAbout ITVAbout 

Channel 4
About the 
BBC Trust

About the 
BBC

Site navigation ClearClearClearClearAverageClear

Depth of content

Ease of access to 
About page

 

 


